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PREFACE: Definition and Purpose of this After-Action Review

An After—Action Review (AAR) is a professional discussion of an event, focused on performance
standards, that enables commanders ofthe Broward Sheriff's Office (BSO) to identify what happened,
why it happened, and how to sustain strengths and improve upon weaknesses. It is a tool commanders
can use to get maximum benefit from every mission or call for service. This AAR is modeled after the
United States Army's "A Leader's Guide to After—Action Reviews/'1 It provides:

0 Candid insights into specific deputy, supervisor, commander, and unit strengths and weaknesses
from various perspectives.

Q Feedback and insight critical to response and tactic-focused training.
I Details that are often lacking in evaluation reports alone.

Evaluation is the basis for the commander's assessment of a call to service. No commander, no matter
how skilled, will see as much as the individual deputies and supervisors who were actually involved in an
incident. Interview and feedback compares the actual outcome of a process with the intended outcome.

By focusing on individual tasks and by describing specific observations, deputies, supervisors, and
commanders identify strengths and weaknesses and together decide how to improve their
performances. This shared learning improves task proficiency, promotes unit esprit, and improves upon
public safety.

BSO Commanders will use this information to organize input for unit training plans. Of course, AARs are
not cure-alls for unit-training problems. Commanders must still make on the-spot corrections and take
responsibility for training their deputies and supervisors. However, AARs are a key part ofthe training
process. The goal is to improve deputy, supervisor, and unit performance. The result is a more cohesive
and proficient response for service.

Preceding this AAR, BSO conducted numerous interviews of participants, conducted numerous internal
discussions with all involved units, examined video and audio evidence, reviewed televised, print, and
social media broadcasts, examined internal infrastructure performance, examined external
infrastructure performance, reviewed BSO's Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP),
reviewed the National Incident Management System (NIMS) protocols, and collected AARs from several
agencies that experienced critical emergencies at airports. This AAR includes and analyzes all
information collected.

The format for corrective action matrix is organized by using the National Incident Management
Structure (See CORRECTIVE ACTION MATRIX.)

1 United States Army: A Leader's Guide to After—Action Reviews TC 25-20, 1993
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E><ECU'I|\/E SUMIVIARY: A Surnrnary of Events and Challenges

On Friday, January 6, 2017, Esteban Santiago boarded a Delta Airlines flight in Anchorage, Alaska, bound
for Fort Lauderdale with a stop in Minneapolis, Minnesota. His only checked item was a semi-automatic
handgun stored in a FAA-approved container. Upon arrival at Terminal 2 of Fort Lauderdale/Hollywood
International Airport (FLL), Esteban Santiago reclaimed his checked handgun and proceeded to a men's
restroom, where he loaded the hand gun and discarded the container. Santiago concealed the handgun
in his waistband and walked to the center ofthe baggage claim area where he removed the gun from his
waistband and proceeded to shoot random travelers waiting near a baggage carousel. Santiago
discharged all of his ammunition, which resulted in the death offive and the wounding of six airport
patrons.

A Deputy assigned to a secure area ofthe upper floor of Terminal 2 heard the gunshots, called for
backup, and immediately ran down the escalator to engage Santiago. Within 85 seconds of the initial
shot fired, BSO Deputies had weapons pointed at Santiago, who surrendered. Santiago was immediately
removed from the scene and secured. Responding FLL Deputies assessed the area to address the
existing threat. This shooting is referred to as the "Primary Event" in this AAR.

At 12:54 PM, BSO Regional Communications (RC) received "shots fired” radio calls from FLL Deputies
and numerous 911 callers. RC immediately enacted Active Shooter/Mass Casualty Protocols and
simultaneously notified key commanders and summoned assistance from a multitude of BSO, Municipal,
State, and Federal resources utilizing the Computer Aided Dispatch system (CAD) and BSO's Calabria
notification system. Within minutes of the initial notification, several thousand public safety personnel
turned on their radios, overtaxing Broward County's 30-year old radio system. The radio system went
into ”failsoft" and "throttling" mode several times, which cut or interfered with all radio communication.

As a result ofthe mass shooting in Terminal 2, panic ensued among visitors and airport employees.
Hundreds of potential witnesses scattered and sought shelter — even into Security Identification Display
Area (SIDA) areas (e.g.: baggage carousel ports, restricted areas, etc.), which compromised the security
of Terminal 2. One fleeing witness attempted to seek shelter in the rear of a marked BSO K-9 vehicle
parked near Terminal 1 that had responded to the initial Primary Event. When the victim opened the
vehicles rear door, the dog emerged and began biting the victim. RC received several 911 calls and
broken radio transmissions concerning a gunshot victim outside of Terminal 1 (which was the dog bite
victim). The unconfirmed report ofa gunshot victim in Terminal 1, radio communication interruptions,
and misinformation and anxiety among airport visitors and employees triggered sporadic episodes of
panic and hysteria leading to reports of perceived gunfire throughout the remaining airport terminals
and parking garages. When word passed to the upper levels of Terminal 2, the fire alarm was activated,
which opened all concourse exit doors leading to tarmacs. This resulted in the flooding of passengers
onto tarmacs and other SIDA areas and back into the secured crime scene set up in Terminal 2. A
cascading effect of hysteria and panic ensued in each remaining terminal. This hysteria and panic are
referred to as the ”Secondary Event" in this AAR.

BSO's Mobile Command Post (MCP), which includes specialized communications equipment, arrived on
scene shortly after the initial call for assistance. Due to the large response from first responders, and a
large number of abandoned vehicles on Terminal Drive, the MCP was located under a concrete roadway
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and in-between two large structures. This placement effectively rendered all the specialized equipment
contained within the MCP inert.

Concern of a possible coordinated attack in other terminals prompted a complete shutdown of airport
operations. Efforts were initiated to identify any potential threats and systematically secure the airport
grounds and safely remove patrons from the airport property thereby eliminating the potential for
further attacks. BSO along with the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) spearheaded the investigation,
up until it was deemed that the matter potentially constituted a terrorist act, at which point the scene
was relinquished to the FBI for processing and prosecutorial efforts. BSO remained in a support role to
assist in the investigation.

The securing of the airport grounds and safe evacuation of tens of thousands of airport patrons and
airport employees, medical treatment ofthe injured and subsequent investigation posed a serious
challenge to all surrounding law enforcement and medical personnel. The burden placed on public
safety was far reaching and extended well beyond the initial crime scene. While some of the ripple
effects caused by the initial incident were predictable, some were not. When acting in the interest of
public safety, some of the cascading events prompted the diversion of critical resources and further
delayed the stabilization of airport operations.

Below is a summary to identify strengths and weaknesses/areas of improvement in responding to this
event. The below lists includes items outside of BSO's control. See section entitles PLAN OF ACTION in
this AAR for specific courses of action and timelines.

Strengths:

I The BSO FLL District's Response to the active shooter was courageous, diligently carried out, and
the threat was terminated using professional and pinpoint reactionary tactics. The first
command post was immediately activated by BSO FLL District staff in the District Office.

0 The efforts by first responders and airport personnel to rapidly act to control the many
challenges faced throughout this tragedy is commendable and worthy of recognition.

0 The call for assistance resulted in over 2000 county, city, state, and federal law enforcement
resources to descend upon FLL. Some resource responded while "off duty."

I The Unified Command Post, despite experiencing communications and equipment failures,
utilized innovative methods to maintain control.

I Deployed Law Enforcement personnel maintained command and control even with sporadic
radio communications difficulties and utilized many other means to maintain communication.
(e.g.: Hand signals, runners, cell phones, etc.)

0 On—scene law enforcement maintained vigilance in detecting, eliminating and preventing any
unforeseen threats in ensuring the preservation of life.

0 First responders displayed remarkable restraint and professionalism when dealing with panicked
or uncooperative persons.

0 Regional Communications activated their Active Shooter/Mass Casualty protocols immediately,
and successfully contacted off-duty operators to report to duty.

0 Regional Communications completed regularly-scheduled Active Shooter drills weeks before this
event, which aided in their response.
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Regional Communications successfully broadcasted and linked to statewide channels to aid state
resources responding to the event.
Regional Dispatch added dispatchers to each effected radio channel to aid in accuracy.
Regional Dispatch created a primary talk group and moved unaffected districts from the main
talk channels
Regional Dispatch created several Tactical Channels and were able to staff operators to ensure
support to first responders.
Eighteen SWAT Teams from multiple jurisdictions restored SIDA Integrity to each Terminal in a
methodical and well-planned manner. SWAT command coordinated a well-planned clearing of
all parking garage area and airport grounds where false reports of armed individuals were
received.
BSO Department of Detention availed several large busses when Broward County EOC and
Broward County Transportation Division could not immediately provide transportation vehicles
for stranded travelers.

Weaknesses/Areas of Improvement:

Planning

There is/was no visible armed police presence/deterrent assigned to the baggage areas of FLL.
BSO/BCAD Tabletop exercises did not consider challenges encountered during this event. (Full
evacuation, Full shutdown, Mass Care (feeding, physiological care, and family reunification),
passenger relocation, evacuation, etc.)
FLL/BCAD Tabletop exercises failed to educate participants as to specific roles, expectations, and
consequences of their failure to cooperate.
No law enforcement Tabletop exercises are conducted with other municipal, county, state, and
federal resources to discuss large—scale events.
Calabria test pages went unanswered by 30% of recipients with no follow up.
Calabria System is not able to send photos or maps which would enable IC to coordinate staging
areas.
Available alternatives to Calabria, “Code Red" and "Everbridge" systems, were not utilized
during either event.
Mobile Joint Information Center Generator was too loud and had to be shut down during press
conferences.
SWAT Teams arriving by helicopter from otherjurisdictions were unclear of landing zones and
building numbers (e.g.: Terminal 1, Dolphin Garage, etc.)
No documentation was located to prove that BSO, BCAD, or TSA implemented orfollowed up on
a 2016 TSA/FBI Joint Vulnerability Assessment that contained suggested improvements

Incident Command

As events grow, and outside resources are requested, BSO must seek to rapidly establish a NIMS
Incident Command Systems (ICS) and order the deployment of an Incident Management Team
(IMT) to allow for defined protocols to be followed. Upper Echelon Commanders (above the
rank of Major) must remove themselves from the scene and report to the Policy Group area and
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allow Operational Commanders to carry out orders while establishing and adhering to a strict
chain of command.
In events large scale events that call for multijurisdictional support, BSO should immediately
stand up its Sheriff's Emergency Operations Center at "Full Activation" and allow deactivation as
the situation(s) allow.
In large scale events that call for multijurisdictional support, BSO should immediately declare to
all responding units that BSO is the Unified Commander for all operations.
In large scale events that call for multijurisdictional support, Broward County Government
should immediately stand up their Emergency Operations Center to support law enforcement
and impacted citizens.
Staging areas were not properly identified to responding resources. Several staging areas were
set up ”on the fly," but not broadcasted to field personnel.
The MCV was placed in an area that rendered its communications capabilities useless.
The initial crime scene was not large enough. Bathrooms and offices near the scene were left
out of the controlled scene.
Insufficient perimeter resources were set up after the Primary Event to confine event to
Terminal 2.
Witnesses were held in an area which had direct view of victims. This prevented proper crime
scene management and further traumatized the witnesses and victims.
The initial secured crime scene was compromised by panicked civilian staff and travelers during
the Secondary Event.
Crime Scene staff were unprepared for a secondary event and were exposed to potential harm,
and adequate Crime Scene protective forces were not deployed/assigned.
The Command Post location was not identified to responding units in a timely manner.
Several different Units identified themselves as the incident commander over the radio system,
causing confusion. (BSO, BSOFR, TSA, CBP, FBI, Fort Laud PD, and various municipal
departments.)
Several Agencies set up their own Command Center. BCAD did not coordinate with Law
Enforcement CP.
LEO Self-Deployed/Over-deployed in certain areas. This can be attributed to lack of Unified
Command Structure and poor radio communication.
BCAD and Law Enforcement did not coordinate. No clear transfer or declaration of authority
occurred.
The first SEOC Calabria notification pages went out two hours after the initial event and were
not received by some recipients.
Calabria System was not utilized by Incident Command to communicate to field units.
SEOC, PIO, and RC were not trained on and did not utilize the IPAWS statewide warning system
to notify the public of the event. (This is a geo-fenced Reverse 911 system that will send a text
message to all persons in a geographic area set by the user.)
Too few specialized groups requested tactical channels from Regional Communications, which
prevented effective IC communication with field units.
The Media Staging area was located inside of ortoo close to the crime scene.
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No "emergency hotline" or ”information hotline" was set up, which inundated the 911 system
with non—emergency traffic. The non—emergency line was also inundated with general inquiry or
"curiosity" calls. PIO should expand its use of social media (e.g.: Facebook and Twitter) to
release timely and important public information.
Several on—site Commanders and staff identified themselves as the same call sign. The identifier
"Sierra" was used by too many sources, creating confusion.
The large number of responding law enforcement officers created an impassible ”parking lot" of
vehicles, creating obstacles for tactical and FRES teams.
Plain Clothes officers wore balaclavas to cover their faces, raising the potential for blue-on-blue
deaths and the potential to cause further trauma to fearful victims.
Florida Highway Patrol was tasked with traffic control surrounding FLL, but were not provided
with instructions as to which vehicles to allow into the protected area.
Vehicles allowed into the secure area were not escorted by perimeter forces or deputies familiar
with the FLL layout. This caused delays in response to several emergency situations.

Regional Communications

Regional Communications must confirm with on-scene sources of the presence of an actual
Active Shooter before activating Active Shooter Protocols and notifications. The initial event was
contained within 85 seconds. Routine notifications of "Active Shooter" were sent out for an
hour after the Primary Event was under control. Review of the content of notifications should
be made to avoid notifications from appearing to be calls for assistance.
After Regional Communications called for assistance, the Incident Command failed to effectively
provide direction to responding forces, failed to provide assignments to responding forces, and
failed to provide effectively direct and control forces that had arrived.
RC CAD "Page" lists designed to contact commanders or first responders contain incorrect
telephone numbers, contain retired or terminated employees, and did not transmit to all
recipients. (Page lists audited: TN:All, TN:DLEALL, TN:DLEMJR, TN:DLECMD)
Regional Communications does not have ORCAT programmed into the Calabria System for
emergency events.

Communications Technology

Several key BSO Commanders utilized cellular phones not registered with the Government
Emergency Telecommunications Service (GETS), which provides for priority service during
emergencies.
The initial response to the call for assistance overwhelmed the county radio system. The act of
turning on a thousand radios and switching channels "crashed" the 30 year old radio system
several times. (In the first minutes ofthe event, radio ID usage went from 1800 to over 3000.)
Law Enforcement received "tone" when attempting to transmit. When RC attempted to clarify
reports of gunfire, on-scene units were unable to communicate to RC. This added to hysteria.
Radio failures hampered attempts by field commanders to coordinate staff.
At approximately 2PM, several hundred Broward County School Board bus drivers turned on
their radios for duty (part of routine), which further taxed the already overwhelmed public
safety radio system. This caused increased radio site trunking and loss of "linked" channels
(several linked cities and resources were immediately disconnected from the event.)
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The school board and other non-public safety departments use the same radio system as public
safety.
There is no standard fleet map of radio channels for Broward County. Each Police Department
has their own names and channel lineup. (Example: BSO cannot instruct another city to use
140ps2 channel because the channel number is different in each city.)
Regional Communications is not equipped with portable radios, which are required for large
scale events.
Regional Communications has no back-up headsets or supplies in cases of emergency or large-
scale events.
Regional Communications does not have an internal radio channel or device —this created loud
verbalization (yelling) of information over a busy communications center.

PostaEvent/Recovery

Broward County EOC/Broward Mass Transit were slow to respond to aid in the evacuation of
thousands oftravelers stranded on the tarmacs.
Passengers stranded on running planes lined up on the tarmac experienced recurring "jet wash"
air quality issues and air conditioning failures and received little of no information updated from
BCAD.
Travelers stranded on Tarmacs for up to 10 hours (including the infirmed) were not provided
with basic necessities such as water, food, or shelter.
The lack of resources made available from the Broward County EOC resulted in travelers being
stranded for extended periods of time. Unanswered calls for Transportation vehicles resulted in
extreme delays and medical emergencies from travelers stranded on tarmacs without food,
water or medication.
The use of Department of Detention Inmate Transportation Buses was a valid on-the-fly remedy
for immediate transportation needs, but added to the stress-levels of innocent victims being
locked onto buses designed for prisoners.
There was an untimely response to the travelers with special needs. There were not enough ALS
ambulances and other specialty vehicles utilized.
Post incident funding is non-existent. Public Records Requests for audio, video, reports by media
sources from all over the world drained available funds.

issues to Address with BCAD

The Airport remained in routine operations until the Secondary Event. It was at this time BSO
communicated to BCAD the request to completely lock down the airport.
Aircraft were allowed to take off after the Primary Event while it was unclear if the airport was
under coordinated attack. This could have resulted is catastrophic loss of life.
Control of certain aspects ofthe event was challenged by internal and external forces. BCAD
EOC did not immediately understand its role was to support the BSO IC.
The Evacuation Plan at FLL was not followed and SIDA integrity was lost in every terminal.
BCAD’s Evacuation Plan did not include a plan for complete evacuation of FLL.
The airport fire alarm was set off, which released all jet way and tarmac access doors. This
resulted in travelers fleeing onto tarmacs in use by landing aircraft.
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Confidential Law Enforcement-sensitive information was released via social media by elected
officials. This action prompted an unnecessary expedited investigative response that required
swift coordination with multiple law enforcement entities.
Confidential Investigative Information was freely passed to politicians by BCAD Staff.
BCAD has no communications plan for an event of this magnitude. (Stranded Passengers had no
information provided for several hours.) BCAD has no exterior public address system.
BCAD Airport Information Officer did not coordinate with the Joint Information System/PIO
BCAD and TSA Staff reacted inconsistently (Several SIDA posts were abandoned initially, and
eventually all SIDA posts were abandoned.)
Other agency SWAT teams experienced problems with accessing certain areas of the airport due
to unavailability of airport emergency access cards.
Terminal 2 maintained operation too long after Primary Event. Fleeing passengers escaped into
the baggage portals, creating a SIDA breech. BCAD allowed potential evidence or parcels to be
moved from Terminal 2 before they were cleared or screened by bomb dogs.
Plain clothed Federal Air Marshals, when alerted about both Incidents, openly revealed their
concealed weapons and were seen running through SIDA Areas without showing proper
identification or markings. (This added to the hysteria and increased the potential for blue—on—
blue deaths.
BCAD denied SWAT Teams access to FLL Terminal Blueprints during SIDA clearing and victim
searches.
Contracted construction security officers left SIDA Security Gates open, allowing for fleeing
travelers to reach the outer FLL perimeter and Florida East Coast (FEC) railroad tracks.
BCAD placed low priority to the evacuation of passengers stranded on tarmacs and in airplanes
on the tarmac. Planes began to run out of fuel, causing a cascading and increased need for
immediate evacuation.
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PRll\/IARY EVENT: The Shooting at Terminal 2 Baggage Claim Area

On January 6th, 2017, Esteban Santiago flew to the Fort Lauderdale—Hollywood International Airport
(FLL) on Delta Airlines flight DL2182 that originated in Anchorage, Alaska with one connection (DL1088)
in Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota. Santiago departed the aircraft in FLL at 12:15 p.m. and proceeded to
the Terminal 2 baggage claim area, which is located on the ground level of the airport.

After waiting at Carrousel 3 for several minutes, Santiago is paged by Delta Airlines Staff via the
overhead paging system to come to the Delta Baggage Service Office, which is located at the southeast
end of the Baggage Area. Delta had paged Santiago so he could collect the firearm he had checked in a
secured gun case at the Anchorage Airport. Santiago checked no other luggage.

After claiming the checked gun, Santiago walked through the entire baggage area to the west end of the
baggage claim area where he entered a men's bathroom and loaded the firearm before concealing it in
his waistband and abandoning the firearm casein the bathroom. Santiago exited the bathroom and
walked east to the approximate center of the baggage claim area before pulling out the firearm and
immediately began shooting at random people in his vicinity. Panicked civilians fled the gunfire by any
means available - including into access-restricted Security Identification Display Area (SIDA) areas (e.g.:
baggage carousel ports, restricted areas, etc.) At this time, Terminal 2 SIDA integrity was compromised.

Broward Sheriff's Office (BSO) deputies responded to the sound and radio calls of shots fired and had a
firearm pointed at Santiago 85 seconds after the first shot was fired. Santiago immediately dropped the
firearm and surrendered to deputies. Within those 85 seconds, Santiago had fired 14 rounds, murdering
five people and shooting six more.

Six deputies responded to the lower level baggage claim (via multiple doors), where they encountered
hundreds of screaming and panicked travelers as they attempted to assess the existing threat, calm and
control the effected, begin establishing a perimeter, and identify and assist victims.

From the time the witnesses were being moved until 14:20hrs the events taking place were standard for
any crime scene. Responding BSO resources (including BSO FLL fire rescue personnel) and additional
outside agencies established a crime scene and began the task of treating victims and securing witnesses
and evidence. BSO's Explosive Detection Canine Handler teams were used to sweep the immediate
vicinity for potential explosive devices while the BSO SWAT helped to locate and make safe, SIDA areas
of Terminal 2 that had been flooded by the initial fleeing of panicked passengers and airport employees.

During this time, an incident command post was established, along with a media staging area and the
Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) Emergency Operations Center (EOC). A plan was being
enacted that would have made the SIDA, areas beyond the TSA checkpoint where passengers and bags
have already been screened, of Terminal 2 "sterile" again and would have allowed operations in
Terminal 2 to recommence (with the exception of baggage claim). Up to this point the decision had been
made to keep the remainder of the airport open with the exception of the lower level roadway and
Terminal 2. This decision changed with onset of the secondary event.
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Timeline of the Primary Event:
12:15:32

12:46:22

12:52:40

12:53:20

12:53:29

12:54:45

12:55:28

12:58:54

13:05:44

13:06:52

13:08:20

13:11:24

Esteban Santiago exits D—5 jet bridge and makes his way to the lower level of
Terminal 2 to the Delta baggage claim area. He retrieves his checked gun.

Santiago enters men's restroom located at the west end of Terminal 2 baggage
claim area.

Santiago exits the restroom and proceeds east through the baggage claim area.

Santiago pulls a handgun from waistband and fires his first shot.

Delta Airlines Checkpoint Ticket Document Checkers at the upper level of
Terminal 2 begin to notice the sounds of gun shots and start moving toward the
central Transportation Security Ad ministration (TSA) checkpoint.

A deputy responding from his assigned area at the upper level of Terminal 2 TSA
checkpoint, sees the commotion, hears the gunshots and runs to engage
Santiago who immediately surrenders and is placed into custody. Santiago is
immediately removed from the crime scene to a secure area.

Six deputies enter the lower level baggage claim (via multiple doors) where they
assess the existing threat, control hundreds of panicked civilians, begin
establishing a perimeter, and identify and assist victims.

Fire/Rescue personnel enter area to begin triage assessment.

Fire/Rescue begin treatment of victims.

Deputies begin placing crime scene tape.

Lower level airport roadway shut down for law enforcement traffic only.

Witnesses are moved to west end of lower level baggage claim, Terminal 2, with
the intent of gathering their information and getting them on to an airport
transport bus ramp side. (This process was being coordinated when the
secondary incident took place rendering the plan no longer feasible.)
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Graphical Depictions of Primary Event in Terminal 2=
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Figure 1 depicts the path of Santiago from arrival to the west men's room to the location of the location to where
he first began shooting. (Note: The figure was altered by BSO to show the correctpath that Santiago took.)
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Figure 2 depicts the point where Santiago removed his concealed firearm and began shooting random
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Figure 3 depicts the staircase the BSO Deputy ran down to engage and apprehend Santiago.

2

Airport Shooting Unfolded.
Battinger, B, Clarkson, B, Peterson, C, Trischitta, L, Uraizee, I & Zhu, Y. (2017, January 4). Sun-Sentinel. Timeline: How the Fort Lauderdale
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SECONDARY E\/El\lT: Panic, Hysteria, and Reports of Active Gunfire

Figure 4

Figure 4 depicts an aerial view of Fort Lauderdale/Hollywood International Airport with labels identifying
the locations of key events that contributed to the Secondary Event. Labels are referenced throughout
the description of Secondary Event.

Reports of "Shots Fired” & Contributing Factors

® At 14:20hrs, a Customs Border Patrol (CBP) officer was walking with several other CBP officers in
the lower level roadway between Terminals 2 and 3 when he heard what he thought was possibly two
gunshots being fired. (It is theorized that the noises heard most likely were cars on the upper roadway
driving across an expansion joint in the road.) The CPB Officer questioned his fellow officers as to what
was allegedly heard, but was immediately informed that they did not hear anything. In efforts to dispel
any further fears, the officer ran back to Terminal 2 to determine if there was an active threat. Closed
Circuit Television (CCW) shows the CBP officer running from the lower-level Ground Transportation
Area (GTA) Terminal 3 towards the west end crosswalk at Terminal 2 where the he met up with several
Broward Sheriff's Office Fire Rescue Emergency Services (BSOFRES) personnel.

A BSOFRES Captain recalls a CPB officer running towards him with his firearm out and asking if he heard
shots fired at Terminal 2. To be safe, the fire rescue Captain reports the incident over his designated
radio channel to BSOFRES communications. Approximately 45 seconds later, this information is relayed
across the primary Department of Law Enforcement (DLE) radio channel as, ”Border Patrol reporting
shots fired in Terminal 2."

Simultaneously, throughout the airport, CCTV shows deputies appearing to go on alert, while numerous
requests via radio transmissions for confirmation ofthe call or location are made. In the Airport
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Emergency Operations Center (AEOC), a group comprised of airport department heads and individual
legacy airlines, heard the initial radio call via the fire rescue radio and subsequently the same radio
traffic is heard from police radio reporting similar information. According to JetBlue representatives, a
civilian had also hung up a hard line phone, between the fire and police radio call, and stated "They are
shooting in two again", referring to Terminal 2.

® Upon hearing the phone call and two radio calls, a JetBIue supervisor made a decision to keep their
employees safe and out of danger by sending an employee from the AEOC to the ticket counters to
begin clearing employees from the area. The decision was made without further consultation of AEOC
officials or law enforcement.

The JetBlue ticket counters are located in the southern half of Terminal 3 with the passenger ”Exit Lane”
from surrounding concourses separating the northern and southern sides ofthe terminal. CCTV shows
that as the JetBlue employees clear the counter area, they did so at a rapid pace, running towards the
southern-most terminal access door. ln the process ofthe employees running, it appears passengers
became alarmed and joined in with the employees.

®Three (3) subsequent actions took place in a very short time frame once the employee ticket
counter began to evacuate:

I The TSA Terminal 3 F Concourse Checkpoint employees observed the employees running,
abandoned their posts and fled west down the concourse.

0 Some employees and passengers fleeing from the ticket counter evacuated east to the Palm
Parking Garage.

¢ Other employees and passengers fleeing from the ticket counter evacuated towards Terminal 4.

These actions created a cascading effect upon the rest of the airport in a very short period of time. The
TSA officers fleeing from F Concourse Checkpoint caused most of the F Concourse passengers,
concession workers and airline employees to panic and flee the concourse area and into the ramp.
Normally with an evacuation, the ramp workers would gather evacuating employees and contain them
to a general area. In this case, and in all subsequent concourse evacuations that day, ramp workers had
no prior notice of the impending evacuations and began to flee themselves as the panicked passengers
and other employees were yelling that they were being shot at or that shots were being fired.

@ The employees fleeing towards Terminal 4 caused two deputies already on the curb, who were still
trying to confirm the shots fired in the Terminal 2 incident, to un-holster their weapons and direct their
attention to Terminal 3 - thinking that something critical must have been occurring.

® The employees and passengers fleeing to the garage appear to have created an alarming sound that
caused one ofthe deputies in front of Terminal 4 to make a radio transmission of "shots fired" coming
from the Palm Garage. It is at this point that the radio system first went into "faiIsoft" mode and all
bridged talkgroup connections to responding resources were lost. RC Dispatchers attempted to re-
bridge talkgroups several times, but were unsuccessful because ofthe number oftransmissions the
system was encountering. RC dispatchers advised all units to stop transmitting until the radio bridges
could be restored. The bridges were restored within 4 minutes, but the radio system began to "site
trunk” and "throttle" transmissions, which resulted in partial “phrase Ioss" or completely prevented
transmission. ("Phrase loss” is when only a portion of a transmission is repeated. E.g.: "Confirm shots
fired in Terminal 1." is broadcast to other radios as ”(distorti'on)...shots fired in Terminal 1." This
phenomenon was experienced at different times throughout the event.
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As the "shots fired" call was being reported, the passengers who ran past the Terminal 4 curbside
deputies entered that terminal and caused panic within. Passengers and employees ran towards the
checkpoint causing the TSA officers at the G Concourse Checkpoint and exit lane to flee down the H and
G Concourses. This resulted in passengers in both concourses to self-evacuate towards the ramp,
taxiways and the Zulu Aircraft Holding Area located on the west side of Terminal 4.

Once the call of ”shots fired" in the Palm Garage occurred, law enforcement officers (LEO's) from all
locations ran out of the terminals and from the curbsides towards the Palm Garage — which, essentially
started a series of incidents causing hysteria across the airport. These incidents are as follows:

l A 911 call is received from Terminal 3 of ”shots fired".
0 LEO's in Terminal 2, upper and lower levels, ran towards the garage, which caused passengers

on upper level Terminal 2 to flee towards Terminal 3.
0 Many ofthese passengers ran into the northern most door of Terminal 3, which caused a self-

evacuation ofthe ticket counters in that area and caused the TSA officers at E Concourse
Checkpoint to take flight down the E Concourse.

I E Concourse passengers, concession workers and airline employees begin to flee the concourse
towards the ramp areas.

v The LEO's running out of Terminal 2 also caused the TSA workers at the Delta Checkpoint to flee,
for the second time that day, into the D Concourse.

I This action caused passengers who had returned to the concourse, after they had fled the first
incident, to begin evacuating to the ramp area. The ramp was still occupied, in two locations, by
groups of passengers, concession workers and airline employees who had not yet returned to
the D Concourse after the first evacuation.

0 Upon hearing and seeing the new evacuation, the groups already on the ramp fled to new
locations closer to the Terminal 1 and Terminal 3 ramp areas.

0 Fleeing Terminal 4 passengers reported that a suspicious male was being detained at gunpoint,
which was solely based on them overhearing a transmitted police radio communication of a
"suspect at gunpoint". These communications were ultimately unfounded, as were many similar
incidents throughout the next 15 minutes.

@The sudden response from LEO's responding from all locations and their running toward a perceived
threat, specifically in the Palm Garage, forced passengers eastward towards the Hibiscus and Cypress
Garages. Passengers in those garages, including Terminal 1 curbside, started to get anxious, which
resulted in them dispersing and fleeing the area in various directions.

CCTV shows the combined running, increased tension, and mass panic across the airport that led to the
knocking over ofsigns, stanchions, and garbage cans. People ran into doors, knocked them off their
tracks, dropped luggage and tripped over strollers. All ofthese unfamiliar noises in such a short period
of time appeared to have added to the confusion, and seemed to account for various LEO reports of
"shots fired” throughout the garages and in Terminal 1.

The increased LEO activity, coupled with distraught passenger behavior, led to panic in the C Concourse
Checkpoint area, which caused the TSA staff to abandon their posts and flee the checkpoint into the C
Concourse. As with the other terminals, such action led to an evacuation of all passengers, concession
workers and airline employees on to the airport tarmacs. Simultaneously, with TSA fleeing Charlie
Checkpoint, the west end ofthe Terminal 1 lower level baggage area appeared to panic with passengers
running in various directions, primarily towards the east.
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®The BSO B Concourse Checkpoint Deputy, who had been listening to the radio transmissions of
shots fired in various locations, and the radio call of a potential suspect in a white shirt running in the
garages towards Terminal 1, posted himself at the mezzanine level at the Bravo Checkpoint, overlooking
all of the baggage claim area. As the passengers at the west end started to run towards his location on
the east end, he heard what he perceived to be shots fired coming from that general area. The deputy
relayed the information over the radio informing of ”shots fired in Terminal 4”, but corrected himself a
few seconds later stating “shots fired Terminal 1." One minute after correcting himself, separate LEO's
radio report ”shots fired” in Terminal 1 and at the Alamo Rental Car Center located at the rental car
garage.

® The sound and noise of several dozen people running and screaming towards the direction of
the Concourse B Checkpoint appears (via CCTV) to have caught the attention of the TSA employees at
that location. With the arrival of the first distraught passenger running up to the mezzanine level, the
TSA officers abandoned their post and fled the checkpoint into the concourse. This action caused the
near complete evacuation of passengers, concession workers and airline employees to the ramp. CCTV
also captures two Federal Air Marshals (FAMS) and a Federal Flight Deck Officer (FFDO), who were
waiting to board their flight, to immediately run from Gate B2 boarding area towards the security
checkpoint. CCTV shows that the FAMS and FFDOs were dressed in civilian clothing with no visible law
enforcement identification running through fleeing travelers with their firearms drawn. This further
added to the panic of the crowd. The FAMS and DFFDOs made their way to the Bravo Checkpoint where
they identified themselves to the checkpoint deputy and stayed in the footprint ofthe checkpoint for
the next few hours. An interview of the FAMS revealed they never heard any gunshots, but were
reacting to the yelling and screaming of panicked passengers who were fleeing the concourse for safety
towards the ramp.

It should be noted that Terminal 1 has been the recipient ofthe most eyewitness reporting's of hearing
"gunshots." Depending on the interviewee, they range from two (2) to five (5) shots with the succession
of the shots fluctuating per interview. Though the terminal is under major construction, all of those
interviewed reported having worked in that terminal for some time and all stated they had never heard
construction noise that sounded anything like the noise they reported hearing as a gunshot.

Terminal 1 is the only airport terminal with three levels. The upper level is ticketing, the mezzanine has
the B Concourse located on the east side, and the C Concourse located on the west side. Both
mezzanines connect directly to eitherthe Cypress Garage B Security Checkpoint or the Hibiscus Garage C
Security Checkpoint via enclosed bridge type walkways over the lower level roadway. The lower level is
primarily the baggage claim area for all of Terminal 1 airlines. Interviews with "ear-witnesses” to the
sounds ofgun shots, and a review of CCTV reveal that the entire upper level appears to hear ”gun shots"
coming from the eastern mezzanine level. Subsequent interviews with those on the eastern mezzanine
level, and review ofthe CCTV clearly indicates that there were no shot(s) fired at that location, but those
interviewed claimed that they heard gun shots coming from what they believe is the western end ofthe
lower level baggage claim area. The people interviewed in the eastern and mid-terminal location ofthe
baggage claim area also stated that the gunshot sounds they heard were coming from the western end
of baggage claim.

It should be noted that all of the people interviewed stated the sound of "gunshots" was the reason
they fled in the various directions they did. Additional interviews were conducted with a TSA employee
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in the C Security Checkpoint, a Starbucks Manager standing in front of a ”down" escalator, and a civilian
BSO employee who was in front of the checkpoint standing in the western mezzanine area ofthe
terminal. All three stated they never heard a gunshot despite being located just above the location
where others interviewed believe the gunshot sound had originated. They stated they ran only because
they saw others acting afraid and then heard someone yell ”run" or something similar to "they're
shooting".

As ofthis writing, there has been no CCTV evidence or actual eyewitness to any type of intentional or
unintentional shots being fired in Terminal 1. There have been no shell casings collected, despite reports
otherwise, and no cleaning crew or airline employee has reported discovering any damage in Terminal 1
consistent with a gunshot. Attempted re-creations ofthat noise by normal items found in those areas
have been unsuccessful in determining what the noise was. Interviews with FAMS located in the western
end of the baggage claim, seconds before the panic began, also revealed that they never heard shots
fired. They had jogged out of that location after they observed a deputy move at a quick pace from the
west end mezzanine level down to the baggage claim level and out the western exit door to the curb.
After the three FAMS ran outside behind the deputy, was when the alleged sound ofshots fired
occurred. The three FAMS deny having heard any shots, and CCTV of the entire lower level curb area
reveals no concerned passengers or LEO's outside or any reaction to a loud noise or incident at that
moment.

The total elapsed time from the moment employees and passengers began running from the JetBlue
ticket counters in Terminal 3, which began the domino effect of self-evacuations, to the point of
passenger reactions in lower level Terminal 1 baggage claim, took 2 minutes and 53 seconds. Four
seconds later, TSA employees at B Concourse Checkpoint begin to flee, and by the 3 minute 20 second
mark, the entire airport had completely self-evacuated.

As a result of such pandemonium and contributing factors that caused the lower level baggage claim
area to panic, either due to police radio calls of shots fired in Terminal 1 or the self-evacuation of the
Terminal 1 baggage claim area, LEO's continued to respond towards the terminal while passengers
continued to run away from the terminals. These actions were documented on CCTV in all airport
terminals and garages.

CCTV also shows a clearly marked BSO patrol K-9 vehicle driving to Terminal 1 in response to a shots-
fired call. The deputy was forced to park his vehicle in the middle ofthe lower level roadway as a result
of the large number of civilians fleeing the baggage claim area and running across the roadway toward
the garages. Once stopped, the deputy immediatelyjumped out of the driver's seat and began running
towards the baggage claim area. Simultaneously, one of the airport patrons ran around the BSO vehicle
and opened the rear passenger door with the intent of hiding in the vehicle in an attempt to avoid a
perceived threat. Upon opening the vehicle door, the patron encountered the patrol canine thatjumped
out ofthe vehicle, and reacted as trained, in apprehending (biting) the patron. The encounter went on
for several moments until a nearby Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) agent determined
what had happened and worked to restrain the canine. With the assistance of additional responding
LEO's, the canine was secured and placed back in the patrol vehicle. The civilian was provided medical
assistance and transported to a local hospital.

®® It is in this crucial moment, the radio "throttling" added to the hysteria. Audio tapes captured
partial transmissions of ”(distortion) victim in terminal 1," which rapidly turned into ”gunshot victim in
Terminal 1." Central Dispatch made several attempts to verify the location of the “gunshot” victim at
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Terminal 1 — to which they received no reply. After several minutes a deputy was able to transmit
"canine bite, not gunshot". This misinformation lent credibility to those listening on the radio that there
were, in fact, additional shooter(s) on the airport property. Shortly afterthis report of a gunshot victim,
there was a new report of an additional shooter on the east side ofthe airport property near the A
Concourse.

During the majority of the three minutes described above, there was a large number of LEO's
responding to all three airport garages in an effort to locate a possible shooter(s). Multiple teams of
LEO's are seen on CCW throughout the garages and on every level tracking down a consistent report of
a male in a white t-shirt. No such person was located.

The following table identifies a timeline of shots fired calls (911 calls and police initiated calls) and
firearm related calls heard over the primary radio channel and their respective locations related to the
secondary event. Reactionary calls commenced at 14:21hrs, immediately following JetBlue ticket
counter's being cleared.

j Time-PM Message Received Location Received from I
2:22 Shots fired Palm Garage LEO
2:24 Shots fired , Terminal 3 911 call
2:24 Suspect at gunpoint Terminal 4 LEO
2:24 Shots Fired . Terminal 4 LEO
2:24 Shots Fired l Terminal 1 LEO
2:25 Shots Fired (1 Terminal l LEO

_ 2:26 Shots Fired “ll Rental Car Garage LEO
. 2:26 Gunshot victim , Terminal I _ LEO
1' 2:36 Additional shooter (I Train tracks adjacent to airport LEO

2:54 Shots Fired Huizenga Hangar LEO
3:19 3 firearms recovered Palm Garage LEO
3:22 Shots Fired Terminal 3 91 I call
3:24 Shots Fired Huizenga Hangar Fire/Rescue y
4:36 Detonation Railroad Tracks LEO

Hysteria & Panic

The normal operation for airport evacuations is for ramp employees of the various airlines to collect the
passengers as they evacuate down the concourse stairwells to the tarmacs. The employees form a loose
”bubble" around the passengers to contain them and keep them away from the various hazards found
on an airport ramp. During the self-evacuation, ramp employees were suddenly and unexpectedly faced
with passengers and fellow airport employees fleeing down stairwells and jet-bridges, and anecdotally
jumping from emptyjet-ways to the ramp below. The people exiting from the concourses ran, fearful for
their lives, and screamed about shooters and shootings as they ran. Thus, ramp workers reacted
similarly, joining in the running until they eventually stopped, often times at other concourses or
terminals. CCTV covers much of this, to include ramp and airline employees attempting to manage and
control groups of people at various points around the six concourses. Large groups of approximately one
thousand people were gathering near the G-14 Ramp area of Terminal 4. A similar number were located
on the ramp between concourses E and F of Terminal 3. Terminal 2 had several large groups around the
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concourse, and Terminal 1 evacuees generally made it from the concourse to the taxiways and onto the
runway located on the north side ofthe airport.

Many patrons still had possession oftheir tablets or cellular phones and were monitoring social media
or spoke with friends and family who informed them of what the various news channels had reported.
No airport concourse public address messages were broadcast. This added to, and heightened, group
anxiety as those with social media access would then relay this information to others near them. One
specific incident illustrates how this communication led to approximately four hundred people fleeing
the ramp locations and attempting to seek shelter at alternate airport runways:

An employee of an airline that had evacuated a concourse to the ramp and was in a group of
approximately 200 people. The group had been startled at one point and fled to another location
joining a similar sized group. The employee stated that there was a lot of anxiety in the group,
and people were relaying to one another the state of their situation according to media reports
on line and through phone conversations between friends and family. He stated someone shouted
for everyone to move away from the building they were adjacent to, because there were reports
of shooters. Simultaneously, the employee was standing next to his friend who was on the phone
with a relative. The friend stated something to the effect of, ”...we should get down..." The
employee's unease and in reaction of such statements made, within seconds of each other,
ultimately led to the employee shouting "We should run!" With that, CCTV shows the crowd of
approximately 400-500 people running towards the airport's northern runway. Those who lagged
behind were directed towards the runway by employees who, according to interviews, felt that it
was the safest place for people to be. Others interviewed stated they had just run with the group
because they heard people shouting that they were being shot at, while others stated they didn't
know why they were running.

Regardless ofthe reason, several of these mass groups made it to the airport's northern runway and
were eventually split into two groups of approximately 1,000 people. One group ended up at a
commercial hangar located on the northern side of the airport and the other filtered out of a
construction gate located on the east side of the airport.

The above took place approximately 27 minutes after the secondary incident was initiated. For those
people on the ramp and gathered around the concourses that did not make it to the runway,
construction gates or perimeter hangars, hindered their placement in a secure area based on the
following four reasons:

0 There was still a real beliefthat we had an active shooter(s) event taking place. The ramps were
relatively safe, although we had concerns that additional shooters might be mixed in with the
various groups.

0 The airport had lost all "sterility" when passengers and airport workers had run through the
unmanned TSA checkpoints. We could not reintroduce these groups into concourses that might
have secondary devices intentionally left there.

0 Passengers were separated from their concourses and many had left valuables, phones, wallets,
purses and tablets behind. There was a concern for potential large scale thefts, as it was not
possible to ascertain who would be picking up what items. All ofthe passengers’ property would
have to be screened and collected prior to opening the concourses.

0 Many airport passengers and employees who had run during the secondary event were hiding in
offices, closets, bathrooms, and any other spot imaginable around the airport. Many of these
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locations were in spaces located underneath the concourses, and those spaces had direct access
to those respective concourses. LEO's still believed there might be additional shooters mixed
among these people, and each location that could potentially conceal a person had to be
cleared by SWAT teams. Any individual that was located was briefly detained and subjected to a
pat down prior to releasing them to the terminal side of the airport.

The City of Fort Lauderdale Police Department (FLPD) is jurisdictionally positioned adjacent to the
northern side of the airport. FLPD was the first non-BSO department to have resources on site to assist
with the active shooter. Though initially not on the same radio channel as the airport district, FLPD was
being relayed much ofthe same information. FLPD was aware that one subject was in custody, but also
knew we were looking for other potential suspects. FLPD was also receiving 911 calls and information of
passengers climbing fences around the airport property in an attempt to get out of the airport. Several
FLPD officers assisted with closing the primary entrance to the airport from US1 southbound and
Interstate 595. These two roadways converge as a shared connector to the airport. Additional FLPD
officers took up perimeter points around the airport perimeter road.

Twenty-seven minutes after the secondary incident began; approximately 2,000 people still remained
on the runway or were attempting to cross the northern runway and taxiways. Two critical incidents
occurred within a short time frame of one another that perpetuated the belief that an active shooter
threat still remained. The first was attributed to several plain clothes FLPD officers that were stationed
on the northern portion of the airport's perimeter road. They were there keeping an eye on the general
situation and listening to radio reports ofthe on-going incident. One of the officers heard what he
believed to be ”multiple shots being fired" from the area of the Embraer or Huizenga Hangars located at
the 400 block of S.W. 34 Street, Fort Lauderdale, FL., which was adjacent to his location on airport
property.

® The officers were unable to see the south side ofthe hangars and did not know that approximately
1,000 people had just made their way to those hangars from the runway. Three LEO's were with that
group and were requesting additional LEO's and fire rescue units to respond to that location for
assistance. Shortly after their arrival, they heard a radio transmission go out of "shots fired" at their
location, several times over the next few minutes. The LEOs escorting the group at the hanger
repeatedly broadcast that the hanger had no active shooter. It is suspected that this is the second
instance where the radio system went into ”failsoft," which terminated radio bridges/patches between
BSO and Fort Lauderdale PD. On-scene LEOs made physical contact with a large group of FLPD officers
on the opposite side ofthe hangar to make clear notifications.

Once the on-scene LEO's communicated the correct information to FLPD, fire rescue and law
enforcement resources were moved in to the hangars to assist with medical and safety concerns. It was
later determined that the initial FLPD officers believed that the "shots" they heard were most likely
coming from noises on Interstate 595. That section of roadway is adjacent to, and above, where the
FLPD officers were standing. With the confusion of this incident on the primary radio channel adding to
the overall belief of more active shooters, another incident was occurring a short distance away that
exacerbated the situation.
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A similar sized group of approximately 1,000 people had been making their way toward the east side of
the runway towards a construction gate. The Allied Universal security guards stationed at the gate had
opened it for the entry of a fire rescue ambulance. At the last moment, the crew decided not to enter
the gate because they were hearing reports of "shots fired" on the runway. While the gate was still
open, and with a very large group of people walking towards the gate, a fire rescue paramedic advised
the security guards that they might want to leave the gate open for the approaching group. Security
complied and hundreds of people made their way out of the airport via the construction gate. Those
that left via the gate preceded north down the Florida East Coast (FEC) railroad tracks in to the City of
Fort Lauderdale.

As the large group that exited through the construction entrance and approached LEOs positioned at the
FLL property boundary, various persons pointed out a suspicious male among the group. Various
evacuees pointed out an agitated and belligerent male. After being pointed out, this 22-year-old Iranian
male chose to run east when the rest ofthe crowd was walking north. The individual ran towards law
enforcement officers who were assisting in closing the roadway at a primary entrance into the airport.
Those officers had been hearing reports on their radios of the multiple active shooter incidents as well
as reports that other shooters might be mixed in among civilians. The individual running towards them
was doing so with a backpack in one hand and a cellular phone in the other. The individual refused to
comply with several commands to stop, before being ordered to the ground at gun point. The individual
was held for questioning and initially refused to reveal his identity.

During the interview, he claimed that once he had fled the terminal to the ramp, a security officer in a
vehicle picked him up and drove him to the perimeterfence where he was told to get out and run. He
told officers that he was an Iranian-Muslim who was not a United States citizen and did not have any
identification as he had lost it when he started running. He did claim to have a California driver's license.
LEOs attempted to verify the individual via Teletype with no success. They could also find no record of
any driver's license with the information the person provided. A fingerprint reader was utilized, with
negative results for identification. He claimed to be flying to California with his girlfriend, yet they were
traveling on different flights approximately two hours apart. He stated that they had been staying
together in Palm Beach County, yet he arrived via Uber from approximately 30 miles away, while she
was going to be driving her personal vehicle. The individual became increasingly belligerent to LEOs and
began changing his account of events and became uncooperative.

With his overall story changing throughout the interview, the decision was made by FLPD use a
disruption device on the individual's backpack utilizing a Bomb Squad Team. Notifications were made
over the primary radio channel that there would be an intentional disruption that might sound like an
explosion. What was left of the back pack was subsequently searched and found to be absent of any
explosive materials and only contained personal items. The FBI responded to the scene to conduct a
follow up interview and ultimately released the individual.

Ensuing issues and Recovery

By approximately 15:30hrs, law enforcement began to believe that something other than another active
shooter(s) had happened at FLL during the secondary event. Though numerous law enforcement and
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911 reports of "shots fired” had occurred, there had been no confirmed suspects or victims located.
With a very hypersensitive civilian population of approximately 12,000 people walking or hiding
randomly around the airport, concourses, offices, jet-bridges, garages, ramps and terminals or stranded
on the 22 aircraft on the tarmac, BSO was faced with several challenges:

I What to do with approximately 12,000 people that could not stay on FLL property.
I How to secure the airport, as all SIDA sterility had been lost.
v How to ensure the safety of several thousand pieces of abandoned valuables.

Bringing the population back in to the concourses was not an option for several reasons. Primarily there
was still a security concern that other shooters could be potentially mixed among the airport population.
There were just too many reports of shots fired coming from what would routinely be deemed as
credible sources, leading to believe that something occurred or potentially could take place.

All concourses, terminals and garages had people hiding in them and those locations needed to be
physically cleared to ensure the safety and sterility of the post-security areas, as well as the public areas
of the airport. Civilians could not be allowed back into concourses or security checkpoints, as thousands
of personal items had been discarded by those fleeing. Wallets, purses, cellular phones, tablets,
passports, bags and more, had been dropped or abandoned as people fled. Airport restaurants and
shops had also been abandoned with cash drawers left open and merchandise left unattended. There
was no way to locate staff or even know ifthey were still on the airport property. The concern for theft
and subsequent crimes was of paramount consideration.

BSO Command, in coordination with the Sheriff's Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) determined that
all civilian personnel would be moved to an off-site location that was deemed secure. The Port
Everglades Seaport was chosen as it is less than one mile away from the airport, has fixed perimeter
security, routinely handles large volumes of passengers, could accommodate transportation services,
provided a mechanism to interview people without comingling them with the general population,
provided basic sanitation services, the ability to keep people out of inclement weather and is serviced by
BSO law enforcement and fire rescue services.

The movement would have to occur from the upper terminal roadways, while the lower level would
remain closed as a result ofthe Terminal 2 shooting, but could only begin once the three parking
garages could be deemed secure from threats. With the plan to populate the curbs with thousands of
people waiting for buses, a shooter in a garage could have had devastating effect. BSO coordinated the
systematic clearing of offices, stairwells and vehicles utilizing SWAT teams from multiple jurisdictions
who had come to offer support during the event.

By 1530 hrs., a SWAT team leader from each ofthe 18 different departments was directed to the BSO
SWAT command vehicle, where individual teams were tasked to specific garages. The mission was to
clear every vehicle, office and stairwell in that specific garage, and report suspicious activity, items or
persons. A "clearance" meant a visual inspection ofthe interior and exterior of every vehicle, office or
stairwell and a pat-down of any persons found in those locations. Persons located were directed out of
the garage, to a temporary holding area that was being secured by LEO's. Throughout this process
several hundred civilians were found hiding under or inside of vehicles and offices. As a result of the
visual inspections of parked vehicle interiors, follow-up investigations were required where firearm
cases, fuel canisters ”jerry cans" or other suspicious items were located. By 18:25hrs, all three (3)
garages were deemed safe and SWAT teams redirected their efforts to clearing individual terminals.
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While these clearances began, BSO Command was working with Broward County representatives to
obtain as many buses as possible to transport the massive civilian population to Port Everglades. The
staging area for the buses was on the western side of the airport where Fixed Based Operations (FBO)
were located and prepared for evacuation. Access to these FBO's had been shut down when the
secondary incident began and were easy to secure and maintain with very little civilian traffic. Broward
County Transit busses were not immediately made available, so a decision was made to immediately
begin evacuation by utilizing BSO Department of Detention Secured Inmate Transportation busses until
the County busses arrived. Approximately forty-seven (47) buses were utilized from various sources to
include, Broward County Mass Transit, BSO prisoner transport, and much smaller special needs
transport vans and trolleys.

While the buses were being obtained and the SWAT teams were clearing the secure side of the
concourses and terminals, road patrol law enforcement began moving thousands of civilians gathered at
various points around the airport to the upper level curbside locations ofthe four terminals. Such action
required a loose "police line" within the concourses to move people from the ramps, through
concourses and out to the roadway. With abandoned personal property throughout the concourses and
terminals, law enforcement needed to ensure nothing was removed prematurely before property could
be reunited with its proper owner. This was applicable in the public areas of the terminals where
deputies would keep bathrooms opened for public use, but would escort or maintain a secure barrier
around the remaining public area to prevent theft.

The BCAD had contracted with a civilian company BMS CAT that specializes in the recovery and
reunification of personal property in mass casualty incidents, to oversee the collection ofthe abandoned
items. BMS CAT began the collection once each concourse and terminal was deemed safe by the SWAT
teams clearing those locations. All terminals and concourses were declared clear by 22:00 hrs.

The tedious task to evacuate all airport patrons remained, which encompassed the movement of
thousands of civilians from the FLL airport to the seaport. Access between the primary and secondary
event required a tremendous response from the LEO community to include local, state and federal
partners. In all, it is estimated that over 2,000 LEO's from the tri-county area had responded to the
airport to offer some type of assistance. While this response was generally manageable from a traffic
standpoint after the initial event, traffic control was completely lost after the secondary incident.

With the potential of six or seven active shooter incidents being reported at the same time, responding
LEO's were parking vehicles in any location near the terminals and garages. With the haze ofthe
incident on-going for approximately one hour, LEO's and their vehicles became separated with LEO's not
recalling where they had left their assigned units. In addition, several dozen civilian vehicles had been
left abandoned, without keys, along roadways into and out of the airport and in front of terminals.
Several civilian vehicles ran out of gas after having been left to idle for many hours, and unattended.
Forty (40) vehicles were towed to a contracted tow yard with dozens more being moved out ofthe
roadway to allow for bus access to the terminals.

By 19:30 hrs., the roadways had been made passable and the buses began to pick up tired, scared, angry
and hungry civilians that, for the most part, were relatively well behaved. LEO's stationed themselves on
curbs and roadways at all four terminals and assisted with the loading of passengers on to buses. LEO
vehicles conducted escorts of the buses for the short trip to Port Everglades, but ran into significant
traffic congestion upon entering and exiting the port. Though a large port, which is basically shut down
at night, the sudden influx of thousands of personal vehicles, cabs and Transportation Network
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Companies (TNC), such as Uber and Lyft, overburdened the roadways, which led to lengthy delays in
getting busses back to the airport for evacuation purposes. The last hour or so ofthe transports were
tense with civilians and LEO's displaying an exhausted demeanor.

The SEOC terminated service at approximately 23:00 hrs., and the airport command post ended service
at 01:00 hrs., on January 7th, while the Port Everglades command post closed at 03:00 hrs. At that point,
the port was empty of all civilians with the Red Cross and Broward County services finding beds and safe
locations for the many passengers who had not intended on an overnight stay in Broward County. The
event left them with no ability to seek assistance from friends or family, and unexpectedly without
monetary and communicative means due to their personal belongings being confined to an airport
terminal, concourse or ramp.

With the exception of Terminal 2, FLL was open for business at 05:00 hrs., on January 7th. The BCAD
staff and BMS CAT managed to return over 90% of the abandoned items to the rightful owners within
one week of the incident. BCAD staff utilized personal and work vehicles to return property to the tri-
county area, while overnight shipping was utilized for property traveling farther distances. The
governor's office arranged for the Department of Motor Vehicles to have staff on site beginning January
7th to assist with the issuance of replacement identification to Florida residents needing immediate
identification for travel purposes. Several consulate offices were also available to help those from
foreign countries to obtain emergency travel documents from their respected countries of origin.

The Terminal 2 departure level was reopened for business on January 7th, while the baggage claim area
was put back in service in sections overthe following week. One week from the day ofthe shooting,
Terminal 2 baggage claim was completely reopened and a short memorial was held to honor the victims
of the tragic event.

fimeline of the Secondary Event

The emergency response to the FLL active shooter incident was chronologically documented by BSO
Regional Communications personnel and described as follows:

12:54 hrs. DLE Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) header L03170106000501 created as the
first 911 call is received at the North Public Safety Answering Points (PSAP) 911
Duty Officer ensured the following:

1. Confirmation of accuracy and detail within the created CAD header.
2. Confirmation that the call taker was updating the CAD header's

narrative as new information was obtained.
3. Maintained close proximity to the initial call taker to aid in gathering

additional information.
4. Monitored the primary DLE dispatch talk-group.
5. Monitored the CAD pending queue for related calls and possible

diversions.

12:54 hrs. B200 advised "shots fired" on DLE Dispatch 2A.

12:55 hrs. BFRES CAD header FBC170106000173 created and associated to the DLE event

12:56 hrs. Notifications as per Active Shooter Notification Form commenced.
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12:57 hrs

12:57 hrs

12:58 hrs

13:03 hrs

13:05 hrs

13:08 hrs

13:09 hrs

13:09 hrs

13:10 hrs

13:10 hrs

13:11hrs.

13:13 hrs

13:14 hrs

13:14 hrs.

13:15 hrs

13:18 hrs

13:23 hrs.

DLE Command Page completed

Secondary dispatcher placed at DLE Dispatch 2A (Primary FLL talk—group) due to
increased radio traffic.

Secondary dispatcher placed at DLE Dispatch 7A. Dispatch 7A assumed
"overflow" radio traffic from Dispatch 2A for those units not involved in the FLL
event.

On Call Public Information Officer (PIO)

Office of Homeland Security (OHS) notified

SWAT Commander notified

Bomb Squad notified

Violent Crimes notified

Homicide notified

State Warning Point notified

Crime Scene notified

DLE Major Page completed

TN.DLEALL Page completed

TN.ALL Page completed

On Call EOC Personnel

Victims Advocate

"Branch off” talk groups for DLE and BFRES as well as the UC were identified
(field notified via pages as well as announced over various talk group channels)

illl
DLE Stagii'ig/ Quick Response Force (QRF)

Plantation PD patched in with airport incident due to their digital
radio system / other responding municipalities.

Port Everglades due to the Port being shut down (eventually bridged
wit .

-—SWAT channel monitored by dispatch.

-to-—SWAT auxiliary channel (not monitored).

-— Florida Highway Patrol (FHP) channel reference to road closures.

-— BFRES Staging (Perimeter Rd and Gate 3).

-— BFRES Medical and Triage.
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13:27 hrs.

13:36 hrs.

13:41hrs.

13:41hrs.

13:42 hrs.

13:50 hrs.

14:33 hrs

14:35 hrs.

14:35 hrs

14:43 hrs.

14:43l‘iI's.

14:56 hrs

14:57 hrs

14:57 hrs

15:06 hrs

15:15 hrs

Request for additional BSO and municipality Units made (Margate, Coral
Springs, Plantation, Hallandale Beach and Miami Dade sent SWAT units and/or
snipers).

BSO Crisis Incident Stress Management (CISM) contacted (*BSO Early Assistance
Program (EAP) responded to the North PSAP for debriefing of personnel)

TAC Channel established for Mass Casualty Incident (MCI).

TAC Channel established for BFRES units utilizing-or level 2 MCI.
Calabria page sent instructing Charlie Shift, Duty Officers as well as
Communications Operators, to report for duty as soon as possible due to
increased call volume, assistance on the dispatch console and supervisors to
monitor the additional talk groups established as per the Active Shooter Policy.

Sunrise CISM contacted (‘Sunrise BFRES CISM responded to Central PSAP for
debriefing of personnel

Request for municipalities to expeditiously send additional units to the staging
area.

Page(s) completed advising Port Everglades is shut down.

Page(s) completed advising of a possible secondary shooter and additional
notification of identified operational talk groups.

Request for the Trauma Hawk and the Eagle from Miami-Dade and Palm Beach
Counties per Col. Knowles

FHP notified reference road closures at the following locations:

I-595 exits to Dania Beach and FLL.

Northbound Federal Highway at Griffin Road.

SR 84 and 22nd Street by the post office.

FHP assigned 8CAL1.

TNDLEALL Page completed requesting all radio traffic be kept to a minimum
unless working the incident.

TN.ALL Page completed requesting all radio traffic be kept to a minimum unless
working the incident.

Aviation assistance from Palm Beach and Miami Dade cancelled per Sgt.
Ponticelli advising BSO has enough aviation to support.

Resources from Hallandale Beach Police (HBPD) responding per HBPD Chief
Martinez.

QRF units utilizing-per Sgt. Santalucia.
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15:15 hrs.

15:22 hrs.

15:35 hrs.

15:54 hrs.

16:50 hrs.

16:59 hrs.

12:54-2100 hrs.

23:00 hrs

(See next page)

Hollywood Police Department (HPD) requested the Bomb Squad.

TN.DLEALL Page completed, per District 10, advising units not to use the word
"bodies" to describe people/personnel/victims.

Notification that Broward Health not at full capacity per Fire Chief.

TN.DLEALL Page completed, on behalf of DLE Training, advising cancellation of
qualifications at Markham to resume Monday morning.

TN.DLEALL Page completed, per Col. Knowles advising no additional units are
needed at FLHIA.

Calabria page sent instructing Alpha Shift, Duty Officers as well as
Communications Operators, to report for duty as soon as possible due to
increased call volume, assistance on the dispatch console and supervisors to
monitor the additional talk groups established as per the Active Shooter Policy.

911 and Non-Emergency Operators inundated with multiple calls regarding the
incident.

Regional Communications resumed normal operations
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NATIONAL ll\lClDENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (NIMS): Model for Large
Scale Events

The Broward Sheriff's Office conducts large-scale emergency responses according by its Comprehensive
Emergency Management Plan (CEMP), which is based upon the NIMS Incident Command System (lCS.)

‘ B50 Direction and Control

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ BSO Management
I Policy Group

BSO Crisis Action
Team

1 , ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sheriff S Emergency County Emergency
Operations Center Operations Center

Incident
Commander(s) / Field

Command Post(s)

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS Broward County Sheriff's Office (BSO)

1. General.

al

bl

cl

The BSO and the County retains decision making authority and control during emergencies
within theirjurisdiction. The local responsibility for disaster management cannot be
relinquished. Field Incident Commanders exercise this authority in their role as County officials.
BSO and County officials operating in the Sheriff's Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) and the
County EOC retain the coordination and commitment authority for county resources and deploy
those resources as appropriate.
When an emergency is confined to a single location within the County, the department(s) with
legal authority will exercise command. The department(s) representative(s) will serve as the on-
scene incident commander (or Unified Command if applicable) responsible for the operation.
Field Incident Commander(s), assisted by a staff sufficient for the tasks to be performed, will
manage the emergency response at an incident site(s).
During emergency operations, department heads retain administrative and policy control over
their employees and equipment. However, personnel and allocated equipment will carry out
mission assignments directed by the field Incident Commander or SEOC/County EOC. Each
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department and agency is responsible for having its own operating procedures for response
operations, but interagency procedures, such as a common communications plan, may be
adopted to facilitate coordinated effort.

2. Role of the SEOC.

H)

bl

Cl

The SEOC directs and coordinates the BSO's overall response to emergency events. Individual
field departmental supervisors retain tactical control of resources assigned to incidents.
The SEOC may be partially activated to coordinate support for field Incident Commander(s)
without activating the full SEOC organization.
The BSO Emergency Management is responsible for the proper functioning of the SEOC and will
also serve as a liaison with county, state and federal emergency agencies and neighboring
jurisdictions. The BSO Emergency Management will advise the Sheriff, SEOC staff and other
emergency officials on courses of action available for major decisions.

3. Role ofthe County EOC.

H)

bl

4. Field

H)

bl

Cl

dl

El

The County EOC may serve as the liaison and coordinating agency between the County, other
local governments, county, state private not-for—profit (PNP) agencies, state government and
federal government.
If state and/or federal resources are made available to the County, they will be under the
operational management of the Sheriff, County Mayor and Incident Commanders.

Command Posts.

Each command will establish a field command post when notified to do so. This will include
Department of Law Enforcement Patrol Services Districts and Department of Detention jail
facilities. Other commands will be considered on an individual basis for the establishment of a
field command post. Dual BSO commands serving the same location (i.e., DLE and DFRES in the
City of Weston) may consider combining or collocating field command posts.
Once a field command post is established, the SEOC will be apprised. For the purposes of
communication, each field command post will be designated as "(insert applicable command
name, such as Tamarac District, Paul Rein Facility, etc.) Field Command Post."
Each BSO field command post will be established with all of the relevant equipment, resources,
and staff to permit a 24/7 operation throughout the mobilization period.
Personnel in each BSO command can be re-assigned as needed to meet specific situations. If
changes are made, the SEOC will be notified ofthe change and reason.
All requests for additional personnel and resources will be made to the SEOC. Consideration for
each request will be based on the overall emergency.

l. ON SCENE MANAGEMENT AND ICS

1. On Scene Response: Implementing ICS

al

b)

Cl

The BSO on scene response to emergencies follows the concepts of the National Incident
Management System (NIMS) and the lncident Command System (ICS).
The person in charge at the incident is the on-scene Incident Commander who is responsible for
ensuring each agency on scene can carry out its responsibilities.
The BSO emergency responders are likely to be the first on the scene of an emergency situation.
They will normally take charge and remain in charge of the incident until it is resolved or others
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who have legal authority to do so assume responsibility. They will seek technical assistance from
county, state and federal agencies, and industry where appropriate.

d) The first local emergency responder to arrive at the scene of an emergency situation will
implement the incident command system and serve as the incident commander until relieved by
a more senior or more qualified individual.

e) Upon arriving at an incident scene, the Incident Commander shall:
1. Establish an incident command post and direct the on—scene response.
2. Isolate the scene.

. Assess the situation and identify hazards.
Warn the population in the area ofthe incident; provide emergency instructions.

. Determine and implement protective measures (evacuation or in—place sheltering) for
the population in the immediate area ofthe incident.

. Implement traffic control arrangements in and around the incident scene.

. Develop objectives (tasks to be done).

. Ensure appropriate safety and personnel protective measures.
9. Develop an action plan and priorities.
10. In coordination with the SEOC, contact appropriate agencies or personnel with expertise

and capability to carry out the incident action plan.
11. Coordinate, as appropriate, with other first responder agencies.
12. Request additional resources from the SEOC.

f) When more than one agency is involved at an incident scene, the agency having jurisdiction and
other responding agencies shall work together to coordinate each agency's objectives.

g) Team problem solving should facilitate effective response. Other agency personnel working in
support of the Incident Command system will maintain their normal chain of command, but will
be under control of the BSO on—scene Incident Commander.

h) The on—scene Incident Commander may designate a Public Information Officer (Media
Relations) to work with the news media at an incident. This may include coordinating agency
media releases and arranging contacts between the media and response agencies. lf additional
support is needed the SEOC may be activated.

i) During widespread emergencies or disasters, emergency operations with different objectives
may be conducted at geographically separated scenes. Incident command will be established at
each site. When this situation occurs, it is particularly important that the allocation of resources
to specific field operations be coordinated through the SEOC. Incident Command Post(s) links to
the SEOC via radio, landline telephone or cell phone.

OO\lO\

2. Unified and Area Command

ln emergency situations where the county, state or federal governments are providing significant
response resources or technical assistance, it is generally desirable to transition from the normal ICS
structure to a Unified Command structure. Principles of Area Command or Multi—Agency Coordinated
Systems may also apply. This arrangement helps to ensure that all participating agencies are involved in
developing objectives and strategies to deal with the emergency.
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Comp'aris"on- to -Law Enforce-ment Response to N-i-Ms Model

(This section not yet completed.)

$9
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SPECIALIZEJD Ul\lll RfiSPOI\lSE:

BSO Fl I. Airport District

The BSO Airport District works with the Broward County Aviation Department, the Transportation
Security Administration, the Airline Managers Association, airport tenants and ancillary federal agencies
to provide law enforcement and fire rescue protection for the 1,380 acre airport site and its 12,500
employees. BSO provides law enforcement services for the Fort Lauderdale—Hollywood International
Airport and handles security measures related to parking and general airport security. The district has an
annual operating budget of approximately $17 million dollars, which provides for 116 positions
consisting of a district captain, 1 lieutenant, 9 sergeants, 81 deputies, 22 civilian airport security officers,
1 crime analyst and 1 administrative support specialist.

It should be noted, that in 2007 the airport district staffing number stood at a total of 150 positions
consisting of 98 sworn and 52 non-sworn positions. Between 2008 and 2013, staffing was drastically
reduced by 23%, which accounts for 34 positions lost. The current day total staffing number of 92 sworn
and 24 non-sworn totaling 116 positions. It should be noted this period BSO Airport District staffing
reductions incongruously coincided with a period of major growth at the FLL airport in terms of flight
operations, passenger capacity and physical growth (including an added fourth terminal).

In calendar year 2016, the BSO Airport District was responsive to 29,039 calls for service, up 30% from
2008. Ofthose 29,039 calls, 273 incidents were related to Part 1 Crimes (thefts, auto thefts, burglaries
and assaults). Part 2 Crimes accounted for 323 incidents (battery, concealed weapons, criminal mischief,
drugs, fraud, dealing in stolen property and threats / intimidation). The year-end total for arrests stands
at 279, with a clearance rate of 42% (214 out of 512 assigned investigations). The BSO Airport District
further handled 804 vehicle crashes, issued 7,845 traffic citations, 303 hours of combined K9
deployments dedicated to searches of aircraft, bomb threats, baggage, cargo, passengers, proactive
searches, requested search responses, sweeps, unattended items, vehicles and demonstrations.

in 2016, FLL ranked 21st in the United States for passenger traffic and 13th in domestic origin and
destination passengers. FLL accommodates approximately 290,239 total aircraft movements a year,
which accounts for departures and arrival flights, while hosting approximately 29.2 million passengers a
year, up 8.4 % from 2015. FLL is an immense economic engine for Broward County, which employs
12,500 airport badged employees, 139,920 total jobs (direct, indirect, induced multiplier effect), with an
overall payroll of $3.5 billion and a total output of $13.2 billion. FLL is Broward County's largest
employer. FLL is monetarily self-supporting, with no tax revenues expended in support of airport
operations, maintenance, or capital improvements. FLL, through the Broward County Aviation Division
(BCAD), generates its funding via user fees, rentals and other applicable airport charges.

In short, the FLL Airport is growing exponentially, calls for service are increasing steadily, and the District
Staffing levels have remained unchanged since 2013.

On February 6th, 2016, as part ofthe RDSTF, BSO participated in a full-scale exercise, "Operation
Heatshield", conducted in Miami-Dade County, FL., which encompassed full scale interdisciplinaw
training exercises to include; active shooter, explosive ordinance detection, hostage rescue, water borne
responses and other select scenarios.
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The Airport Districts most recent TSA/ FBI Joint Vulnerability Assessment was conducted on July 18th
through the 22, 2016. Based on the sensitive nature of the report, identified areas of concern and
recommendations are limited to the following topics:

I Airport Perimeter
I Airport Gates
I Airport Services
I Catering
I Fuel Farm
I Cargo
I General Aviation
I Terminals
I Ticketing Area
I Baggage Claim
I Checkpoints
I Deliveries
I Custodial Service
I Airport Operations
I Badging Access Control

On October 3rd, 2016, the BSO Airport District's law enforcement and fire rescue assets participated in
their yearly Aviation Security Tabletop exercise, and as of February 15th, 2017, post the FLL airport
shooting incident, an Aviation Security tabletop exercise was conducted.

BSO Regional Cominlnilrziiions

The Broward Sheriff's Office Regional Communications Division is contracted by the Broward County
Office of Regional Communications and Technology and is responsible for fielding emergency and non-
emergency calls for police, fire, and medical services within Broward County. Managing three PSAP's
located in Coconut Creek, Sunrise, and Pembroke Pines, the Broward Sheriff's Office provides 9-1-1 and
non—emergency intake, teletype and dispatch services for all unincorporated areas of Broward County,
29 law enforcement municipalities, 28 fire rescue municipalities and numerous special patrol areas
including the Ft. Lauderdale—Hollywood International Airport, Port Everglades, BSO Department of
Detention, Court Services and other areas. The division functions 24 hours a day, 7days a week and is
comprised of an all civilian command staff including a Director, Assistant Director, 3 Site Managers, 3
Assistant Site Managers, 41 supervisors and approximately 400 specially trained public safety tele
communicators (www.sheriff.org).
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At approximately 13:33hrs, The BSO Homicide Unit arrived at the lower level of Terminal 2 of the FLL
airport regarding a multi-victim shooting incident with a suspect taken into custody by multiple BSO
deputies immediately after the shooting. Upon arrival on scene, an extremely large law enforcement
presence was observed parked in the roadway outside ofthe lower levels of Terminals 1 and 2. The
crime scene was located within Terminal 2 in the lower level baggage claim area and secured with crime
scene tape and guarded by multiple uniformed BSO deputies. Contact was made with multiple agency
representatives that consisted of BSO command staff, BSO road patrol and BSO investigative personnel.
An initial briefing ofthe event was facilitated, and during the briefing, BSO was identified as the Lead
Investigative Agency at the time.

The following was relayed pertaining to the incident:

I There were at least six injured victims at local area hospitals that were being treated for their
injuries.

I There were at least five deceased victims within the crime scene.
I Hundreds of potential witnesses were waiting to be interviewed.
I Esteban Santiago was alive, uninjured and in custody in the BSO Airport District office.
I Santiago's firearm was contained within the crime scene.
I BSO was securing the airport from further threat of violence.

It was at this time, that Santiago was interviewed by BSO and the FBI. At the onset, BSO and the FBI
were jointly conducting the investigation. Subsequent to the interview of Santiago, the FBI took over as
the lead agency. Federalrnurder-related charges for all deceased victims are pending in Federal Court.
The victims’ bodies were transported to the Broward Medical Examiner's Office for post-mortem
examinations and the FBI took over as the Lead for all post-incident homicide related investigative tasks.

in follow up, BSO Homicide, the Violent Crime Unit (VCU) and the CSU were tasked with responding to
local hospitals to meet with the sun/iving victims, conducted civilian witness interviews while on scene
at the airport, secured airport surveillance video footage, secured evidence on scene and documented
the crime scene. Numerous other\BSO employees were tasked with securing the airport, security
sweeps, evacuations and airport logistical tasks.

SVVAT/ Special Response Team (SRT)

The event called for numerous law enforcement representatives to assemble at the BSO Airport District.
The response was extremely beneficial to the cause, being that such presence allowed for a multitude of
tactical personnel and assets to be thrust upon the hot zone, further enabling stringent deployment. The
ability to pre-plan, train and coordinate with all stakeholders to achieving operational readiness is
crucial to surviving an event of such magnitude. A total of 18 SWAT teams from the tri-county area were
diligently staged, accounted for and assigned to specific locations, which enabled searches, sweeps and
clearing operations to be conducted ofthe entire BSO Airport District and its surroundings.

The Tactical Command Post (TCP) was set up andestablishecI 
 Due to the vast law enforcement response, multiple
agency radio channels (14 Ops) were needed to keep search teams organized and assigned to their task
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at hand. As SWAT teams arrived, one team leader from each jurisdiction was required to check in with
the tactical command and advise what agency they were with and how many SWAT operators were
present to assist. As the teams checked in, proper assignments and radio channels were designated in
efforts to deploy within the airport garages and terminals, commencing the operational search and
clearing stage. The garages are identified as; the Cypress (9 stories), the Hibiscus (7 stories) and the Palm
Garage (4 stories.)

At the TCP, dry eraser markers were used on the side of the equipment truck to document and organize
the teams and their assignments. Since there were three (3) garages to clear and three (3) BSO team
leaders, each team leader was assigned a garage and served as the Incident Commander (IC) of a specific
garage and actively monitored the progress ofthe SWAT teams searching and clearing on dedicated
radio channels. During the clearing of the three (3) garages, SWAT teams came across hundreds of
civilians who were still in the garages hiding or trapped due to the garage exit gates being closed down.
The civilians were gathered up by the assigned SWAT teams and escorted to holding areas outside of
Terminal 1, until the garages could be completely cleared and considered safe. Once the garages were
deemed safe and free from any danger, the tactical command post re-assigned all SWAT teams to a
specific terminals, either upper or lower, to continue clearing and render the terminals safe. The
following indicates each garage and its clearing time:

0 Hibiscus Garage — cleared at 1730 hrs.
Q Cypress Garage — cleared at 1825 hrs.
0 Palm Garage — cleared at 1825 hrs.

SWAT Teams had cleared all the terminals both the upper and lower areas and all connecting pathways
by 2200 hours and all SWAT teams had cleared the scene by 2300 hours.

The following is a list of SWAT and SRT that assisted BSO with the search and clearing of all the parking
garages and terminals:

0 Fort Lauderdale Police Dept.
0 Hollywood Police Dept.
¢ Coral Springs Police Dept.
- Pembroke Pines Police Dept.
0 Lauderhill Police Dept.
0 Plantation Police Dept.
0 Miami-Dade Police Dept.
0 Miami Beach Police Dept.
0 Miramar Police Dept.
0 Davie Police Dept.
Q Coconut Creek Police Dept.
0 Hallandale Police Dept.
0 Margate Police Dept.
0 Federal Bureau oflnvestigations
I Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms
I Customs Border Patrol / HSl
v Florida Wildlife Commission
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B50 Forensic Services Dlvisiori/Crime Scene

BSO Crime Scene Unit (CSU) personnel responded along with Forensic Services personnel. As additional
local and federal resources arrived on scene, a command post was established, and once the situation
was believed contained, supervisors began coordinating their response with federal authorities as the
Federal Bureau of investigation were deemed the lead investigators for the incident.

After reviewing all available assets, the FBI agreed to proceed with BSO CSU in regards to conducting a
LizardQ 360 spherical and overall crime scene photography. BSO Traffic Homicide investigator's (THI)
were further on scene with the FARO scanner and completed scans of the scene. BSO CSU then
processed all witnesses who had contact with the shooter or had visible blood evidence on their person.
BSO CSU provided assistance to the FBI Forensics Team as they processed the interior ofthe scene and
coordinated the arrival of the Broward County Medical Examiner's Office, allowing for the FBI to
proceed with the intimate examination of the victims. At the conclusion of processing, BSO CSU
transferred all photos and collected evidence to the FBI Forensic Team for their investigative use.

l\/IE-El ll\l(5S, DEBRIEFS, SUl\/ll\/llTS, AND PROPOSALS

On January 20th, 2017, Colonel Polan and Major Angelo Cedefio met with the BSO Airport District
Command, Captain Roy Liddicott and Executive Lieutenant Robert Furman, at the BSO Airport District,
located at 200 Terminal Drive, Fort Lauderdale, FL. Discussions were directed at any and all
administrative and operational functions of the FLL Airport. Topics conversed consisted ofthe following;
staffing, airport budget, terminal layouts, personnel assignments, special details, supplemental funding
(TSA, BCAD), current initiatives, historical trends and statistics, airport expansion and joint ventures with
airport stakeholders (law enforcement / private industry).

On February 15, 2017, Colonel Polan and Major Angelo Cedefio met with the BSO Airport District
Command, Captain Roy Liddicott and Executive Lieutenant Robert Furman, at the BSO Airport District,
located at 200 Terminal Drive, Fort Lauderdale, FL. A formal briefing and review of the event timeline
and video surveillance captured was presented. Such efforts were instrumental to thoroughly visualize
and understand the dynamics of the event, and further assist in referencing specific instances, the
immediate comprehension of contributing factors and reactions and clarification of events that
occurred.

On February 17th, 2017, Major Angelo Cedefio and Deputy Vincent Torres met with the Fort Lauderdale
Police Department and Fort Lauderdale Fire Rescue Emergency Management command component that
deployed during the event. The meeting was held at BSO Headquarters, located at 2601 West Broward
Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, FL. During such meeting, concerns were shared regarding public safety
interaction and adherence to emergency protocols by the AEOC staff, TSA's response to crisis, special
needs of airport patrons, missing children, the lack of points of contact, the inability to cease all airport
operations, UC and Command Post (CP) placement and capabilities.

On March 1st, 2017, Major Angelo Cedefio chaired a formal agency (BSO) debrief ofthe FLL Airport
active shooter event, at the BSO Headquarters Lynn Futch Auditorium, located at 2601 West Broward
Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, FL. Those in attendance represented the following agency departments and
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divisions and further played an active role during the event; The BSO Airport District, Criminal
investigations Division, SWAT, Crime Scene Unit, Strategic Investigations Division, Regional
Communications, Broward Fire Rescue Service, Department of Law Enforcement, Sheriff's Emergency
Operations Center and BSO Executive Command.

A formal walkthrough and visual presentation of the event was presented by Lieutenant Robert Furman.
Furthermore, an identified representative speaker, from each of the noted departments / divisions,
contributed to the agency debrief by sharing their sections observations, recommendations, perceived
strengths and areas of improvement.

On March 10th, 2017, Colonel James Polan and Major Angelo Cedefio met with the Broward County
Aviation Division Director Mark Gale and members of his staff, at 2200 Southwest 45 Street, Suite 101,
Dania Beach, FL. Also present was the BSO Airport District command, Captain Roy Liddicott and
Executive Lieutenant Robert Furman. During such meeting, conversations were had regarding areas of
concern and remedies to enhance airport staffing and security. A formal proposal was submitted, which
seeks the formal creation and implementation of a full time tactical component identified as an Incident
Containment Team, assigned fulltime to the BSO Airport District. Opportunities to improve the Airport
District's tactical capabilities. Additionally studies are planned to compare similarly-situated airports to
examine staffing and levels and to examine further opportunities to improve upon the Airport Districts
tactical response capabilities.

On March 15th, 2017, Major Angelo Cedefio and Executive Lieutenant Robert Furman responded to the
Miami-Dade Police Airport District Station, located at 2100 Northwest 42 Avenue, Miami, Fl., and met
with Major Raymond Melcon in efforts to observe and discuss intricate details pertaining to their
Incident Containment Team. A physical exercise presentation ofthe program was provided, to include,
discussions pertaining to the teams outlined mission, standards ofoperation and criteria for
deployment.

On March 31st, 2017, Colonel James Polan, Major Angelo Cedeno and Captain Roy Liddicott participated
in a formal roundtable meeting with Congresswoman Debbie Wasserman Shultz at her office, located at
777 Sawgrass Corporate Way, Sunrise, FL. Also present were numerous stakeholder representatives
from the FLL Airport, both private industry and federal enforcement staff. Areas of concerns were
discussed, to include the following topics; mass evacuations, emergency supplies and facilities, proper
planning, gaps in security, training exercises (private industry), policy revisions, enhanced public address
measures and enhanced foreign national notifications (State Department).

On April 4th and 5th, 2017, Major Angelo Cedeno and Lieutenant Robert Furman, participated in
roundtable discussions conducted at the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey Police Department
Headquarters, located at 4 World Trade Center, 150 Greenwich Street, New York, NY. The intent ofthe
roundtable was to discuss common terrorist threats, events and experiences shared, as a result of
recent airport attacks upon national and international airports throughout the world.

The roundtable meeting was represented by numerous global airport high ranking officials from the
following jurisdictions; Amsterdam, Madrid, Copenhagen, Paris, London, Stockholm, Boston, Atlanta,
Washington, D.C., Dallas Fort Worth, Seattle, New York and New Jersey. The roundtable allowed for
real-time information to be shared amongst well versed representatives ofthe Zaventem Airport
bombing, the Orly Airport active shooter and the JFK false alarm. Representatives from LAX were
invited, but unable to attend.
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Areas addressed focused on topics such as; insiderthreats, social media, cyber threats, communication
and collaboration, intelligence, mass / full airport evacuations, police response, crisis capabilities, airport
environment training and interactive debriefs to recent airport attacks. The obstacles faced during the
FLL Airport event were shared to some extent amongst most members. Furthermore, key takeaways
from the roundtable confirm the need to enhance airport environments and their law enforcement
footprint as it pertains to emergency training, tactical presence and response, intelligence gathering,
collaboration with partner law enforcement agencies and the hardening of vulnerable non-sterile areas.

On April 7th, 2017, Major Angelo Cedefio, Major Oscar Llerena and Deputy Vincent Torres met with
Lieutenant Maria Robainas from the Miami—Dade Police Department. Such meeting was held at the
Miami-Dade Police Airport District Station, located at 2100 Northwest 42 Avenue, Miami, FL. The intent
ofthe meeting was to review their current incident Management Team policies and procedures and
discuss interagency cooperation and assistance in revamping the program within BSO. Such initiative is
geared towards aligning the tri-county area (Palm Beach, Broward 8i Miami-Dade) in creating a unified
emergency response and tactical training applicable to combating airport threats, attacks and counter
terrorism initiatives.

On April 10th, 2017, Colonel James Polan, Major Angelo Cedeno, Major Oscar Llerena and Deputy
Vincent Torres attended a formal meeting at BSO Headquarters, located at 2601 West Broward
Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, FL., with all incident Management Team stakeholders to discuss the current
state of the BSO Incident Management team and staffing and operational focus.

On April 12th, 2017, Lieutenant Colonel Michael DiMaggio, Major Angelo Cedeno, Major Edward Grant
and Executive Lieutenant Robert Furman, met with Broward County Aviation Division Emergency
Manager Jason Alvero, at the BSO Airport District office, located at 200 Terminal Drive, Fort Lauderdale,
FL. The intent of the meeting was to formally debrief the Broward County Aviation Division as to BSO's
role, expectations, observations and recommendations, as it pertains to the January 6th, 2017, active
shooter incident and the surroundings of the event. The intended use of the information is geared to
assisting the Broward County Aviation Division with their outsourced after action report.

OBSER\/ATIONS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION: lderitification of
\/\/Pdl<i'i@S5<?‘S/Af€‘tElS of|rYipro\/onieni,.Assigiin1er1toi*Tas|<s, and li'.<.i.ing of
l*irr'ne|irrios & Deadlines.

The below listed observations and recommendations are derived from numerous inter-agency after
action reports submitted from various departments and divisions within and outside BSO who actively
participated in the event. input includes information obtained during formal debriefings, follow-up
discussions and roundtable sessions. A matrix identifying corrective action, responsible parties, and
deadlines follow the narratives.

Observaliion 1: Active Shooter Response ahd Training

FEMA Core Capability: interdiction and Disruption
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The initial response to an active shooter situation must be rapid and coordinated with the goal of
preserving human life. Training and the execution of established protocols are necessary to an
appropriate response.

STRENGTHS

Strength 1: BSO mandates that all FLL District personnel to attend the following courses of
instruction; Response to Active Shooter (RAS) four (4) hours, Rescue Task Force (RTF) four (4)
hours, Civilian Response to Active Shooter (CRAS) one (1) hour and complete National incident
Management Systems (NIMS) courses ICS 100, ICS 200, an lCS700. Enhanced training is provided
to SWAT and QRF team members.

Strength 2: All FLL airport sworn and non-sworn credentialed staff are educated and tested in
the areas of airport security, airport operations, and active shooter response protocols.

Strength 3: Each TSA terminal checkpoint is staffed by a BSO deputy, funded through
Department of Homeland Security grant, to assist and provide law enforcement presence during
emergency situations and responses.

Strength 4: The response to the event was swift, and fortunately Santiago had run out of
ammunition, which halted his ability to continue shooting and allowed for his immediate
apprehension.

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT (AOI)

AOI 1: Improve current active shooter training lesson plans to better prepare BSO Personnel for
similar future incidents. Real-time intelligence and accurate situational awareness, along with an
immediate analysis, are critical to avoid human behavior responding to unverified threats.

AOI 2: Enhanced training specific to the BSO Airport District and partner agencies personnel that
is applicable to the immediate response, establishment and implementation of critical protocols
and components of the ICS. The BSO Airport District responded and contained the scene,
effectively deployed combined law enforcement and fire rescue assets in the form of Rescue
Task Force, but fell short in their ability to expand beyond the terminal and factor in a global
perspective of further attacks and potential threats posed in the remaining terminals and airport
grounds.

ANALYSIS:

The initial response to the active shooter threat was commendable by all accounts. The incident
was initiated and terminated within 85 seconds. The diligent response is attributed to the TSA
checkpoint deputy recognizing the sounds of gunfire, actively gauging airport patron's reactions
and his pinpointing of the threat and response to engaging and apprehending Santiago. Backup
deputies were able to assist and eliminate any further progression ofthe incident.

Though the response was timely, first responders were confronted with a wide array of
challenges. Many grieving passengers laid draped over their loved ones within the crime scene.
Witnesses had to be identified, separated, and secured as they remained on scene.
Furthermore, the delay to commit to an immediate shut down of all airport operations greatly
contributed to the creation of unforeseen obstacles.
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The secondary event and prevention of multiple perceived threats proved challenging to first
responders and decision makers. The initial crime scene was in the process of containment with
numerous emergency response personnel present and attempting to assess the situation. At
approximately 1 hour and 28 minutes into the event is when numerous cries of several active
shooters were broadcasted via multiple means of communication. These events stemmed from
one specific law enforcement officer's perception of gunfire. ln an attempt to dispel his
concerns, the officer confided in his immediate counterparts, who denied hearing any gunfire.
The officer then chose to obtain a second opinion in support of what he allegedly heard which
caused a secondary group of public safety staff, in the vicinity of Terminal 2, to broadcast such
inquiry via formal radio transmission without properly assessing and verifying a real threat. The
perpetual relaying of unconfirmed threats and communication difficulties ultimately brought the
FLL airport to a complete closure.

. , /_ . ,.
‘i \/?lll(')ll Lflllil‘ ‘>('(I‘l'li.‘

FEMA Core Capability: On-Scene Security, Protection and law Enforcement

The BSO Crime Scene Unit (CSU) consists of twelve (12) sworn detectives, two (2) sergeants, one (1)
crime scene technician and three (3) support personnel. Crime Scene Unit detectives are responsible for
the documentation of major crime scenes including homicides, suicides, sexual batteries, armed
robberies, shootings and suspicious deaths. BSO's Crime Scene Unit covers all BSO districts and also
serves most Broward County municipalities as well as federal and state agencies throughout the tri-
county area. Members of the Crime Scene Unit provide forensic training to numerous police institutes in
the area and are recognized as court-declared experts in severaljudicial districts in various forensic

STRENGTHS

Strength 1: Highly competent and experienced in crime scene procedures and forensic evidence.

Strength 2: Rapid incident response.

Strength 3: Provided advanced assistance in the processing and management of forensic, digital
and photographic evidence.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT (AOI)

AOI 1: Scene control of a large scale event critical to the investigation and the preservation,
documentation and collection of evidence. It is therefore important to immediately secure the
scene and prevent access to only the appropriate personnel.

AOI 2: Limited Scene Access to only those with a legitimate investigative need.

AOI 3: The lack of body armor and other protective equipment.

AOI 4: The Incident Commander must ensure adequate law enforcement officers are posted
properly to preserve the crime scene.

AOI 5: The close proximity to the staging of witness to victims. To avoid further mental trauma
to witnesses, it is recommended they be moved to an area where they can no longer observe
the victims.
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ANALYSIS:

The absence of proper Incident Command Controls, Staging Areas, and Assignments inundated
the BSO Airport District Terminal 2 with law enforcement from numerous jurisdictions and
bordering counties. Their presence, in many cases, obstructed the containment and control of
the scene.

On January 6th, 2017, CSU had arrived much sooner than normal, and were propelled into an
active crime scene that was not fully stabilized. The situation was not yet conducive to the
collection of evidence, scene preservation and necessary processes to fulfilling their obligation.
The Incident Commander must provide adequate personnel to ensure the integrity of the crime
scene. Crime Scene Preservation Protocols must be followed, and the incident Commander must
take swift action must take place in correcting and addressing corrosive or degrading situations.

CSU members were not tactically prepared for the escalation of events that were derived from
the initial attack, leaving them vulnerable to potential injury or death. They must be fully aware
oftheir surroundings and exposure to harm in avoidance of complacency and diminished officer
safety. Appropriate body armor and other protective gear must be accessible at all times,
specifically during active shooter incidents /terrorist attacks.

Further hindering the process was their (CSU) inability to maneuver through sterile secured
airport areas, due to their failure to possess proper airport credentials, which required civilian
escort to such areas. The BSO Airport District is a geographical maze, comprised of multi-level
parking garages (over 12,000 spaces), multi-level terminal driveways, gateways, sterile and non-
sterile areas, aircraft runways, hangars, adjoining concourses, baggage claim areas, checkpoint
screening areas and housing for numerous law enforcement entities and airport personnel. The
requirement to do so, in the presence of danger, and ensure the safety of airport patrons and
the preservation of life, calls fortactical responses. The need to preserve the environment and
coordinate a structured crime scene is critical to investigative initiatives. Proper credentialing
must be provided to all CSU members in avoidance of repeating operational flaws.

Witnesses were staged within sight of victims and were not segregated, causing further
emotional trauma and allowed free discussion which may have tainted personal account of
events that were witnessed.

Observation 3: Mindset and Team Building

A vigilant mindset in conjunction with training must be possessed when responding to a perceived or
realized active shooter incident. The BSO Airport District environment, based on its geographical layout,
calls for an intelligent response not only focused on handling the threat, but well versed with the
surroundings, its inhabitants and the assessment of risk. To conquer the task is to know its culture and
operational strategies. Successful outcomes are realized through continuous preparation. The failure to
plan is to plan to fail.

Strengths

Strength 1: The BSO Airport District command is interconnected with BCAD, TSA, CBP, FBI, OHS
and the airports private industry.
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Areas of Improvement

AOI 1: Research similar sized and situated airports to identify staffing levels and training
schedules/regimes to improve upon the actual and publicly perceived armed law enforcement
deterrent.

AOI 2: Work seamlessly with BSO Airport District law enforcement counterparts, beyond the
formal meetings, and allow for interchangeable training to occur in areas of emergency
responses, tactical engagement, investigative endeavors and the hardening of the FLL airport.

ANALYSIS:

The BSO Airport District is obligated to respond to critical incidents, particularly an event ofthis
magnitude, and be familiar with the target environment to better serve the agency's emergency
needs. Outside resources and tactical teams should be acclimated with the operational
demands, layout and key operational components ofthe BSO Airport District. Although BSO
SWAT, QRF and other select tactical units are well versed in the environment, some internal
components, BSO commands, outside agencies and their personnel are not familiar and at a
disadvantage when faced with responding and addressing emergency issues. Participants are
further disoriented with the layout and unfamiliar with communicated radio transmissions
related to dispatched locations, which further delays the ability to contain, control and
potentially terminate a threat. BCAD should improve internal and external building signage to
ensure responders have a clear understanding of their location.

During an event, each terminal must be independently assigned as individual area commands
and report directly to the UC, which would allow for seamless control, containment, the
preservation of life, methodical evacuation and an enabled sterile search area. Continuity allows
for a structured environment to be realized and enables the application of a structured
emergency response to achieving compliance and diminishes the presence of fear.

The BSO Airport District, its private industry, along with BSO, BFRES, BCAD and our federal
counterparts must jointly establish Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) to better meet and
exceed emergency expectations. The current standard leaves much for improvement in
establishing a unified front for combating current active shooter and terrorist trends.

The active shooter incident brought upon many unforeseen challenges. In the initial stages of
the event, many were absorbed by the fact that Santiago was contained and that no eminent
danger existed or could unfold. First responders must continue to remain vigilant to consider
additional threats and events. To serve in a critical role requires astute decision making,
followed by physical capabilities and essential interactions to fulfill obligations.

Much attention must be given to creating a foundation of identified personnel whose sole
mission is to serve within the airport as an Incident Containment Team (ICT). The team would be
BSO's point of contact in deterring, identifying and responding to active shooter incidents, bomb
threats and the activation of UC. In doing so, a highly trained and vetted unit is tasked to
perform within the BSO Airport District, serving as an enhanced team of law enforcement
personnel fully acclimated and conscious of airport operations, its geographical layout and a
heightened intelligence source to communicating internal threats with outside emergency
responses and their deployment within.
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The ICT can further conduct numerous training exercises with all pertinent stakeholders within
the BSO Airport District, allowing for an elevated skillset to be achieved pertaining to active
shooter incidents; to include bomb and terrorist threats that are shared by all members
involved. Tabletop exercises, threat assessments and RDSTF training is currently in place, which
the BSO Airport District actively participates in, but much is needed to achieve exemplary
staffing levels, personnel enhancements and the hardening of the BSO Airport District in
allowing for a commendable presence, threat deterrence and responses to disastrous events.

FEMA Core Capability: Risk Management for Protection Programs and Activities

it is pertinent to assess risk that is applicable to the global perspective that directly impacts the
safeguarding and integrity of the FLL airport. The FLL Airport hinges upon competent staffing, superior
technology and vetted policies and procedures that allow for the deterrence of risk and Iessoned
exposure to catastrophic events. The public served is reliant upon law enforcement to meet such
expectations, as they are a critical component of the mission's purpose.

STRENGTHS

Strength 1: The FLL Airport is mandated to uphold stringent airport emergency guidelines and
protocols, and identify, prepare and prevent airport disruption.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT (AOI)

AOI 1: BSO must play an intricate role in the enhancement and expansion of airport vulnerability
assessments and follow-up improvement planning.

AOI 2: BSO must play an intricate role in the enhancement and expansion of tabletop exercises.

AOI 3: BSO must play an intricate role in the enhancement and expansion to ICS exercises
following Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP).

AOI 4: The establishment of a multi-disciplinary Incident Management Team within BSO is
pertinent to future successes and the sound implementation of ICS throughout the FLL Airport
and major incidents throughout Broward County.

ANALYSIS:

The event revealed weaknesses and unfamiliarity by many involved. Such shortcomings
prolonged the establishment of a dedicated ICS. Many involved were freelancing and creating
individual silos further hindering the decision making process and the timely deployment of
personnel to much needed tasks. The ability to navigate within the 21st Century requires the
abandonment of antiquated mindsets. In order to move forward, distinct paradigm shifts must
be fully acknowledged and embraced in furtherance of attaining enhanced inputs and
outcomes. Ignoring such warning signs allow for complacency to set in and a diminished sense
of urgency. BSO along with the BSO Airport District are obligated to vigilantly evolve with the
ever changing global threats and trends, which place the BSO Airport District in a vulnerable
position.
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Security risks must be constantly identified and reacted upon to enable the realization of a
hardened infrastructure of its environment. Airport threat assessments and tabletop exercises
must require more than just the checking of a box and boiler plate responses and ratings. The
need to factor in the evaluation of staff, their preparedness and ability to perform is critical to
supporting and enhancing operational standards. Furthermore, much emphasis is placed on
mechanics and structure and not focused on the human factor that will address, engage and
disrupt encountered threats.

Joint agency disaster drills, threat assessments, aviation tabletops, ICS exercises and annual BSO
SWAT tactical airport training looks good on paper, but how deep is such training rooted in the
initial layer of protection? Tabletop exercises, ICS and disaster drills are not frequent enough
and do not go far beyond the placing a phone call, email, text or online check in to confirming
readiness levels and threat compliance. These practices are infrequent and extremely deficient
in simulating or preparing any participant for what is to come.

Enhanced interactive training and real time emergency drills, beyond table top exercises, allows
for the gauging of astute planning, performance and UC with airport staff, private industry, law
enforcement and fire personnel in maximizing ownership of emergency protocols. The sole
components that were truly prepared, well trained and ready to carry out the mission upon
deployment were agency SWAT teams and other select tactical components. It was realized
during the secondary event and commendable in its delivery. The presence of disorder
consumed the environment; fortunately, normalcy was reached through tactically established
protocols.

A formalized full time IMT is critical during such events and allows for the foundation of the ICS
to be laid and expanded upon, as needed, and in response to the fluidity ofthe event. The BSO
Airport District must work hand in hand with their counterparts to firm up relationships and
integrate all parties involved into one seamless UC.

Furthermore, a vetted IMT composed of law enforcement, fire rescue, and emergency
management personnel solely focused on mitigation, planning, responses and recovery from
major incidents and disasters is key to surviving 21st Century threats and trends that have
become the "new normaI." An IMT would ensure smooth transitions through emergency phases
and bridges the gap between outside agencies, their personnel and contributed assets to better
assist in the mission.

Observation 5: Cohesive Interactions and Unified Command

FEMA Core Capability: Operational Coordination

The unification of leadership and the necessity to merge respected disciplines involved in the event is
paramount to obtaining mass oversight of the BSO Airport District during a disaster. The key to
successful coordination is a clear, concise, and unchallenged chain of command. Though easier said than
done, there is no alternative if desired outcomes are to be met.

STRENGTHS

Strength 1: The BSO Airport District maintains a close working relationship with BCAD and its
obligations to the private sector.
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Strength 2: The BSO SEOC is available for all aspects of NIMS and routinely drills on crisis and
incident response.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT

AOI 1: The ability to interact and build relationships is paramount to moving the needle in the
right direction and the achievement of a holistic environment. BSO must build upon existing
relationships to enable fluid exchanges and realize commendable returns by means ofjoint
endeavors.

AOI 2: BSO SEOC must work jointly with airport AEOC counterparts to enable sound decisions
and the attainment of goals.

AOI 3: BSO must partake in open lines of communication with airport counterparts to allow for
the establishment of seamless and transparent joint initiatives.

AOI 4: BSO must separate and segregate the Policy Group from the Operations Groups

AOI 5: Upon declaration of an emergency, BSO must immediately identify an incident
commander responsible for operations command for Law Enforcement and Fire Rescue and
Emergency Services. Responding resources require a singular chain of command for effective
deployment. Communication ofthe IC must be adequately conveyed to responding resources.

AOI 6: BSO and BCAD must re-examine emergency protocols to identify command and control
purview in a variety of situations.

ANALYSIS:

The environment ofthe BSO Airport District, specifically during the event that occurred on
January 6th 2017, was strenuous upon the executive level decision making processes.
Misaligned goals occur when public safety and private industry interact during such an event.
The needs of all entities involved must be considered, while diversely different in their roles, the
saving of lives and the elimination of threat far exceeds the financial burden that will ensue. A
clear UC, with properly identified chain of command enables fluid action in ensuring appropriate
and effective response to an event.

During the events, the absence of a clearly defined IC created unnecessary entanglements and
unclear responsibilities. BSO and BCAD disagreed as to the magnitude of the Primary Event and
underestimated the effects of such an event would affect other travelers.

During the events, upper echelon commanders from multiplejurisdictions intermingled with
operational commanders. NIMS ICS models are designed for upper echelon commanders to
remain in a separate and segregated "Policy Group" area. This segregation is purposeful, as it
reinforces on-site chain of command, provides for a policy makers to control multiple
operational groups, and allows policy makers to consult and discuss issues and tactics in a
secure (and undisturbed) area.

Obseivation 6: Sheriff's Emergency Operations Center

FEMA Core Capability: Operational Coordination
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The SEOC must establish full communication with the ICP and all EOC's activated during disaster events
such as; the Broward Emergency Operations Center and the FLL Airport Emergency Operations Center
(AEOC). The Unified Command Post (UCP) must be privy to all communications surrounding the event,
exclusively any and all decision making processes and components that may impact the global arena of
the event. Command and control, sets the stage for the response and containment. The absence of such
atmosphere allows for chaotic maneuvers to derail intended efforts.

STRENGTH:

Strength 1: SEOC is modeled after NIMS ICS.

Strength 2: Highly trained and vetted SEOC staff.

Strength 3: SEOC routinely participates in Full-Scale drills.

Strength 4: Staffing Assignments to key positions at the SEOC are clearly defined.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT

AOI 1: There is an important distinction between the SEOC, (which is BSO's UCP) and the ICP,
(which is the on-scene operational incident Command Post.) When the "all call" was broadcast
for the FLL Event, several key staff assigned to the SEOC deployed at the ICP. LEOs, through
experience and training, naturally run toward danger. LEO Staff assigned to SEOC must train to
resist their natural urge to render on-site assistance and report directly to the SEOC to set up
controls and pre-designed infrastructural supports.

AOI 2: Upon notice of a potential large-scale event, the SEOC must fully activate to ensure that
proper support for field operations. During the FLL Event, the SEOC was staffed by a minimal
amount of staff, which left calls for clarification from field units unanswered or delayed. SEOC
must effectively communicate it's activation to all assigned staff and internal BSO Department
Commanders.

AOI 3: The SEOC routinely drills for Natural Disasters in cooperation with other municipalities
and Broward County Government. The drills, while effectively familiarizing staff to existing
records management systems and protocols, do not include training on other man-made
disasters and terrorism-related events. SEOC must immediately create realistic drills to meet
realistic threats to Broward's infrastructures.

AOI 4: Staffing of the SEOC are trained with the expectation of the activation of other key
supporting EOCs, (such as BCEOC, FDEM CONSTELLATION, FRES, DOD, DLE District EOCs, etc.)
During the Fort Lauderdale Event, the minimal amount of staff who responded to the SEOC
relied upon personal contact information (cell phones) to reach key resource commanders.
SEOC must train to operate independently and devoid of additional EOC support.

AOI 5: The initial hesitation to declare an active shooter by FLL District Staff and the reported
immediate apprehension of the suspect created an err of situational stability. BSO commanders
and leaders are trained to maintain a professional and calming poise when faced with
emergency disasters. This poise contributed to the hesitation to fully activate the SEOC. As the
Secondary Event emerged, there was no time to call in full EOC staffing. The SEOC Policy Groups
should clearly define situations when full activation ofthe SEOC is mandated. These definitions
should be distributed to each SEOC operational component.
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AOI 6: The SEOC Policy Group responded to the ICP, which, essentially, created conflicts in the
chain of command, created premature information release, and rendered the SEOC and ICP
inert in effectively controlling the event.

AOI 7: Acute attention to staging areas and deployment of ICS resources is paramount. The
SEOC must immediately identify appropriate ICP locations while considering potential
expansions or site deteriorations. The SEOC must initially broadcast clear and concise orders for
responding resources and identify staging areas. The SEOC must create and maintain constant
links to supporting and partner EOCs (including BCEOC) to ensure proper command controls and
cooperation. Once the lCPs are operational, the SEOC must rely upon the IC for operational
decisions and CEASE providing orders directly to field units. SEOC should conduct recurrent
training geared toward aligning law enforcement, fire rescue and emergency management
personnel, and critical infrastructure EOCs, such as AEOC and PEEOC.

AOI 8: Command and Control of Responding Resources must be maintained by the ICP. Until
the lCPs are set up, the SEOC must provide either staging areas, assignments, or missions to
responding units. During the event, communications and IC confusion resulted in assisting
resources seIf—staging and self-assigning. While this is not, in itself, a negative reaction to a
large-scale response; the ICP needs to immediately take control of all forces to ensure cohesive
and controlled response.

AOI 9: Selection of a singular incident Commander is key to successful coordination and chain of
command. During the event, several different lCs were declared by different entities. This
created “silos” of control and uncoordinated or delayed response to perceived threats and
situations.

Ot><;erv.1itinn 7: Piihlic information Addressing

FEMA Core Capability: Public Information and Warning

BSO's Public Information Office (PIO) prepares news releases, coordinates print and broadcast coverage
of agency events and acts as the liaison between BSO and the local, state and national media at crime
scenes and other activities that generate media interest.

Our best defense against panic and hysteria is an informed public. PIO is tasked to use appropriate
systems to deliver the right information to the right people at the right time. information helps
empower people to make effective decisions. Traditional Broadcast News Media and Modern Social
Media platforms, (such as Twitter, Facebook, and Snapchat), are vehicles to convey news and
instructions to the public and potential victims. Othertools, such as ”Code Red," ”Everbridge," and
”lPAWS" (Referred to as "Reverse 911") are available to send messages directly to all landlines and cell
phones in pre-set geographic areas. Coordination of news releases is among the core critical needs of
incident management.

STRENGTHS

Strength 1: Highly credible, experienced, professional and tenured staff.

Strength 2: Immediate access to all major branches of media and their representatives.
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Strength 3: Commendable response and management of high level press conferences.

Strength 1: BSO PIO set up media staging areas and Press Conference areas very shortly after
the Initial Event.

Strength 2: BSO PIO Utilized social media platforms to inform the public of events.

Strength 3: During the First Event, FLL District deputies effectively communicated with airport
patrons in Terminal 2 to provide information and evacuation instructions.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT (AOI)

AOI 1: The medial staging areas was located too close to the initial Event. Numerous and large
broadcast media vehicles trucks descended upon an area already inundated with law
enforcement vehicles and personnel. As the Secondary Event unfolded, the Media Staging area
became part ofthe crime scene area. SEOC must pre-plan staging areas for events at Broward
County's critical infrastructures.

AOI 2: PIO utilized social media platforms to confirm certain information, but ceased to provide
updates throughout the day. Future social media use should include any changing dynamics of
events. PIO social media broadcasts are only received to persons who "follow" or "subscribe" to
BSO's official social media accounts.

AOI 3: PIO obtained information directly from various on-scene lCs instead ofthe SEOC. The
SEOC (which contains the Policy Group) is the only authorized source of official information. This
aspect is crucial to ensure that only authorized and declassified information is released to the
public.

AOI 4: SEOC and PIO were not trained on and did not utilize existing "Reverse 911" capabilities
to provide airport patrons with instructions and information. It was noted that during the
events, airport patrons lost several personal items — except one: cellular phones. Cellular phones
have become indispensable parts of human existence. The ability to reach every cell phone with
messengers enables SEOC to provide instant information directly to victims. Geo-fencing
enables the SEOC to send specialized messages to groups located at different areas of the
airport. BSO should train its SEOC and PIO staff on the capabilities and use of current and
emerging Reverse 911 systems. Certain available systems, such as "Everbridge" can be set up to
send text and images directly to lCs and field units. (e.g.: Maps of staging area locations and
airport layout diagrams.)

AOI 5: PlOs should participate in ongoing training related to emergency management. This
should include basic public information, ICS courses, and courses on existing and emerging
information delivery systems, writing media releases, conducting media interviews, and
understanding the role of a UC.

AOI 6: BEOC should coordinate the use of "Everbridge" at all BEOC groups.

ANALYSIS:

The Regional Domestic Security Taskforce Mobile Joint Information Center (JIC) established
expeditiously and enabled PlO’s to actively convey their presence to outside interests and the
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prompt sharing of information as it pertained to the event. Numerous participant agencies, and
their PlO's, had established their base at the JIC, which further burdened the environment due
to its location. The staging area was much too close to the active scene and contributed to the
wandering of media crews and their exposure to sensitive areas and the release of such images
captured. Much was not known during the event, and the release and exposure of fluid tactics
and the environment can potentially compromise ongoing initiatives. The relocation of the PIO
Staging Area must be adhered to and tactically placed in a non-corrosive environment in
preservation ofthe scene and the integrity ofthe investigation.

BSO PIO's further realized an inordinate disruption of cellular service while on scene due to
congestive cellular traffic. BSO PlO's were not able to communicate with each other or able to
post updates on BSO's social media platforms. The ripple effect resulted in delays of critical
emergency updates and its immediate dissemination to the public. BSO must apply for the
Department of Homeland Security's Government Emergency Telecommunications Service
(GETS), and ensure that all key role players engaged in the event are properly equipped and
thoroughly capable in communicating and relaying pertinent information.

FEMA Core Capability: Public Information and Warning

Diligent emergency notifications via public address systems within the BSO Airport Concourses enables
the deliverance of emergency information during times of crisis. An informed public is better prepared
to understand the dynamics and follow requests and orders. Accurate information affirms the
perception of situational control, calms fears and dissuades panic and hysteria. The FLL Public Address
System is available to inform and assist airport patrons in a variety of routine and emergency situations.
The failure to silence the fire alarm sirens added to panic and hysteria and interfered with
communications between first responders.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT (AOI)

A01: The FLL Public Address system was left on a pre-recorded looped general information
message. The BSO Airport District must capitalize on the availability to use the audible public
address system to provide live updates for emerging events. Updated announcements allow for
a structured progression of mass movement and evacuation. When tactfully done, patron
compliance levels rise based on an enhanced sense of security and sense of urgency to do so.
All public addresses must be approved by the IC.

A02: Upon confirmation that no fire emergency exists, the fire alarm enunciator should be
immediately silenced. Strobe lights should remain active, to indicate an active situation.

A03: Currently, FLL has no mechanism to audibly address persons outside the concourses. BCAD
should consider purchasing LRAD devices to communicate with persons evacuated to ramps or
tarmacs.

A04: SEOC should have deployed BSO's LRAD device during the events to convey information to
panicked individuals on the tarmacs and ramps.
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Observation 9: Ali port Terminal Decorum

Currently, approximately 29 million patrons pass through FLL each year. This requires thousands of
private, county, state and federal employees to provide a myriad of services. BSO FLL District is charged
with Law Enforcement on airport grounds. Each entity providing employees is controlled or contracted
by BCAD. While it is understandable that panic and flight is a natural human reaction to certain
situations, it is important that some professional decorum be maintained by airport personnel.
Employee demeanor directly effects passenger demeanor. The premature and rapid evacuation of
JetBIue staff created a cascading panic throughout an entire terminal.

STRENGTHS

Strength 1: BSO deputies were well represented at assigned concourse security checkpoints.

Strength 2: BSO deputies responded to the threat and attempted to control areas regardless of
the mass exodus of airport staff, patrons, and airport employees.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT (AOI)

AOI 1: FLL has no armed law enforcement presence at any terminal baggage area. BSO and
BCAD should meet to discuss the feasibility of adding highly visible and well-armed fixed posts at
each terminal baggage area.

AOI 2: BSO, BCAD, TSA, FAMS, and CPB should meet to discuss coordination efforts in times of
emergency. BSO FFL District Deputies should be granted supervisory authority over airport
employees to maintain order in times of crisis.

AOI 3: Training should be provided to airport employee supervisory staff to prepare them for
emergency events. The training should include instructions to prevent the dissemination of raw
and unverified information. Training should also include methods to maintain composure and
professional demeanor among all airport employees.

AOI 4: BSO law enforcement personnel should ensure that radio communications must be
precise, vetted, and must avoid broadcasting potential misleading or inflammatory information
relating to the event. Radio communications demeanor and discipline is paramount to achieving
airport control and containment. BSO should reinforce this through refresher training.

Observation 10: |\/lass Exodus, Relocation and Care

FEMA Core Capability: Mass Care Services

A critical component to an emergency response is the advanced planning and training on
evacuation procedures. Evacuation procedures must include every conceivable situation and
must be understood by airport staff. Relocation of displaced persons of this magnitude to
appropriate shelters proved to be difficult to coordinate and execute.

STRENGTHS

Strength 1: Primary and Secondary shelter locations were identified immediately.
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Strength 2: Special needs shelters and local hospitals were adequately alerted prepared to
accept those evacuees needing medical attention.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT (AOI)

AOI 1: The BCAD Evacuation plan did not include plans for a full evacuation of the airport.

AOI 2: BSO IC and BCAD failed to adequately identifying a staging area conducive to the
deployment and prompt backfill of assets to aid in the evacuation.

AOI 3: SEOC failed to adequately communicate with and verify inbound assets aiding in the
evacuation.

AOI 4: Field Units (and ultimately IC) failed to control traffic leading to the airport property and
clear paths to terminals for expedient removal of evacuees.

AOI 4: SEOC and BCAD failed to effectively communicate or coordinate available resources and
assets accessible for emergency deployment.

ANALYSIS:

One of the many struggles realized during the event involved the decision making process to
evacuate all airport patrons and where to send them. No tabletop exercise has ever planned for
such action, which in turn, posed a great challenge in acquiring assets, arrange for their prompt
delivery, arrange for a structured deployment, and commit on-scene personnel to carry out the
evacuation.

Poor coordination/communication within Broward County Mass Transit caused buses to be
prematurely released and at times drivers became uncooperative to remaining to complete the
evacuation after prolonged hours. A common phenomenon in responses to mass casualty
events is a river of parked emergency response vehicles blocking the roadways leading to the
event. This is caused when responding first responders must leave their vehicles to run on foot
toward the danger.

The clearing of vehicles proved to be a challenge as first responders on scene switched to
several different tactical radio channels to complete their assigned missions. It should also be
mentioned that the first responders who were assigned tasked could not be allowed to abandon
their assigned tasks to move their vehicles. As vehicles were cleared from the main entryway, IC
identified several other alternative routes to allow busses entry to evacuate stranded patrons.

The BSO Airport District and BCAD must plan for, train on and conduct joint exercises in the
areas of classifying and the separation of mass patrons within and throughout the FLL Airport
grounds. Proper training is paramount in tasks involved in the movement of thousands airport
patrons that require transportation to shelters located in the outer limits ofthe BSO Airport
District.

The BSO Airport District must act diligently in communicating, staging, managing and providing
transportation in furtherance of essential ICS contingencies in delivering patrons to designated
areas and allow for fluid movement and evacuation.

Designated shelters must be identified and vetted for capabilities in sustaining thousands of
airport patrons. Furthermore, extreme consideration must be given to the ability to cater to
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patron necessities such as; crisis intervention, food, water, medical attention, children, the
elderly, the disabled, restrooms, access to private transportation, support services, protection
from the weather, missing persons and safety-site security.

A fostered partnership must be made with private industry such as; the airline industry, area
hoteliers, area restaurants, food banks, Publix Supermarkets, pharmacies, the Red Cross and
other non-governmental organizations to securing required necessities for the airport patrons,
as a result of the event. Emergency funds should further be allocated via BCAD / law
enforcement in providing vouchers and or gift cards to airport patrons to better meet their
needs during the window of the event.

FEMA Core Capability: Operational Coordination

The Airport Emergency Operation Center serves as the nerve center to all ofthe BSO Airport District
operations. in doing so, all relative stakeholders assigned to the airport actively manage, interact and
monitor the day to day functions and issues that arise. During the implementation of the ICS, the AEOC
becomes a trusted source and point of contact in furtherance of addressing emergency needs. The AEOC
must stand in unison with the BSO SEOC and Airport District command and enable intelligent, precise
and actionable decisions to be made in avoidance of any escalation ofthreat during crisis incidents.

STRENGTHS

Strength 1: The FLL AEOC is staffed by airport stakeholders dedicated to addressing airport
emergency matters that directly impact daily airport operations.

Areas of improvement

AOl1:BSO and BCAD must meet to discuss and agree upon NIMS ICS and IC control. Each must
work diligently with the AEOC to ensure that law enforcement decisions are not disregarded or
delayed when coordinating and responding to greatly needed emergency services.

AOI 2: BSO must rely on the AEOC to identify, select and deploy vetted staffing to the AEOC in
avoidance of any complacent or deficient input on behalf of AEOC representatives.

AOI 3: BSO must confirm that the AEOC's designated representative within the UCP is
competent in the arena of ICS and cognizant to law enforcement decisions outside their scope
of capabilities and experience.

AOI 4: The FLL AEOC must work hand in hand with the UCP to ensure emergency matters are
addressed and fulfilled in accordance with the Airport Emergency Plan.

Analysis: BSO provides law enforcement and fire services to the BSO Airport District. Such
dynamics create a unique environment when dealing with Incident Command. There must be a
clear delineation as to when an airport incident exceeds BCAD’s capabilities, which would
require the relinquishment of all care and control of the airport to law enforcement for the sake
of preservation of life and the general public's safety. Once a situation escalates to this level, the
AEOC must transition to a role supportive of BSO to ensure public safety is given the highest
level of priority.
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The AEOC must ensure that any and all emergency personnel assigned within its center, be
highly trained and well versed in NIMS and ICS. Law enforcement plays a key role to the
preservation of life and the decision making process during crisis incidents, requiring the AEOC
to be lockstep and aligned accordingly with law enforcement in their operational endeavors.

Observation 12: i\/lutual Aid and Resource A/lariagement

FEMA Core Capability: Logistics and Supply Chain Management

The event at the BSO Airport District called for an unprecedented response on behalf of law
enforcement, which consisted of local, state and federal resources from the tri-county area. The UCP
plays a vital role in allocating such resources and their deployment within key areas of responsibility to
fulfilling the containment and control of the event. The ability to plug in the right personnel and
required assets enhances response times and the management of tasks, which allows for operational
efficiency. Though BSO operates within the WebEOC, which allows for the use of its Crisis Management
Systems (CMS) and assists in the capturing of data collected throughout the event and resource
management, operational adjustments must be made to maximizing the agency's potential in fulfilling
emergency obligations.

STRENGTHS

Strength 1: BSO as an agency operates within the WebEOC, which serves as a fully functional
emergency resource management tool.

Strength 2: The SEOC and the UCP are fully functional critical incident platforms within the
agency that are WebEOC equipped, and were actively utilized to manage resources and their
deployment during the event.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT (AOI)

AOI 1: The multi-agency personnel response and their accountability was a constant challenge in
controlling the ingress and egress into the airport, creating traffic congestion, which inhibited
emergency responses due to the abundance of law enforcement presence.

AOI 2: The lack of communication with outside agencies, plain—clothed officers displaying
firearms, and informal groups created duplication of efforts and potential "blue on blue"
situations.

AOI 3: The UCP was unable to properly gauge all on scene initiatives based on the freelancing of
assignments and their outcomes.

AOI 4: BSO personnel must be well versed in the arena of emergency management and possess
a refined skillset applicable to the handling of critical incidents.

ANALYSIS:

Identified BSO personnel throughout the agency, who are in a position that categorizes them as
potential command or a critical component of the BSO Airport District during an event, must be
properly badged for access or provided dedicated escorts, must participate in an airport
acclimation / orientation process, conducted in groups, to better allow for a disciplined
response to the incident. Furthermore, a mapping system should be created and provided to
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law enforcement representatives in allowing for specific navigation within the FLL Airport and
assists in identifying geographical locations conducive to establishing the ICS, the deployment of
resources and incident management.

An IMT is instrumental in assisting and coordinating resources to better serving and achieving
desired goals and objectives. A defined core must be in place to streamline personnel and
thoroughly account for ongoing tasks, area of deployment and identification of assets. During
the event, numerous law enforcement representatives tactically convened upon one another,
setting the stage for potential "bIue on blue" encounters.

The BSO Airport Districts ability to cordon off a breached environment from sterile areas in prevention
of a compromised perimeter is highly dependent upon solid reinforcements, emergency assets and
resource personnel. Preserving the integrity of the BSO Airport District during critical incidents is vital to
deterring any further contamination or threat and enables access points to be established in fulfilling
response and recovery initiatives.

STRENGTHS

Strength 1: The event brought upon an unprecedented response by law enforcement agency
representatives from throughout the tri-county area. Eventually, such resources assisted greatly
in securing the FLL airport perimeter.

Strength 2: As a direct result of coordinated efforts on behalf ofthe assisting agencies, potential
threats were identified and commendably addressed.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT

AOI 1: The ingress and egress into the airport was virtually impossible; the failure to establish
formal checkpoints and thoroughly vet and deter unwanted and unnecessary access in to the
airport was challenging to preserving the integrity ofthe airport.

AOI 2: The compromising of perimeter access gates allowed for hundreds of airport patrons to
flee the airport runway, which allowed for the comingling of unconfirmed airport patrons to
wander aimlessly into the surrounding civilian population and neighboring jurisdictions, with no
accountability measures in place and a diminished sense of awareness to the exposure of risk
and the potential liability incurred, via further terroristic acts.

ANALYSIS:

The BSO Airport District perimeter must be secured and manned upon the immediate
occurrence of a critical incident. Any breach of such perimeter exposes the internal operations
ofthe airport to further threats. The UC must properly designate inbound law enforcement
resources to the preservation of the perimeter and further establish checkpoints in allowing the
entry of key component personnel into the airport in efforts to overcome the internal threat. A
vetting process of all traffic must be adhered to, along with additional instructions and guidance
pertaining to their intended areas of responsibility.
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Those deemed necessary in obtaining emergency airport access /credentials and required
escorts, must be directed to the UCP for specific instructions, with immediate notification to the
AEOC. The accountability process to maneuvering through the airport grounds is vital to
preserving the integrity ofthe Airfield Operating Area (AOA).

During the event, the release of airport patrons through a compromised gate enabled an
unprovoked encounter with an Iranian subject. The subject failed to dispel law enforcement
concerns, which resulted in his detainment and detonation of his backpack. Furthermore,
essential personnel were prohibited access and denied entry to the airport based on
unstructured and misinformed checkpoints.

FEMA Core Capability: Planning

In the planning and development stages of a comprehensive evacuation plan, vigorous attention must
be given to identifying assets to be used, how to obtain such assets and how will such assets be
delivered and deployed during critical incidents. it is without saying, that if it is in your plan, it must be
produced. Failing to meet operational needs when fully engaged in a catastrophic event is absolutely
unacceptable and detrimental to the overall mission. The creation of a plan is not intended to serve as
an act of futility, but a life saving measure in the face of chaos.

STRENGTHS

Strength 1: The staging of evacuees was orderly, with diligent law enforcement attentiveness
and consideration to their needs.

AREAS or IMPROVEMENT (AOI)
AOI 1: Executive decisions need to be made collectively and free from any mitigating
circumstances that hinder the expedient extraction of airport patrons.

AOI 2: Proper planning must be in place to allow for the appropriation of evacuation assets and
their commitment for the duration ofthe event.

AOI 3: The assignment of personnel within the UCP must be cognizant of their role and work
diligently as a team and not impede operational endeavors.

AOI 4: Evacuation assets were intermittently provided and delayed in fulfilling their obligation to
transporting airport patrons to the designated shelter within Port Everglades.

AOI 5: While operating in a deteriorating environment and facing a magnitude of airport patrons
needing to be relocated, the task was compounded by seIf—infIicted traffic delays, lackluster bus
responses and a diminished variety oftransport vehicles.

ANALYSIS:

The BSO Airport District and their counterparts must ensure established plans are followed and
that agency assets, Broward County assets (specifically buses), or private vendor fleets are made
available in times of crisis and assure timely response to the incident in allowing for mass
evacuation and the sheltering of airport patrons. if needed, contractual agreements must be
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secured in advance, in avoidance of such pitfalls. The AEOC must be sure to coordinate with the
UCP such request and thoroughly prepared to swiftly navigate such assets into the airport and
provide unobstructed staging points within all terminal access points.

FEMA Core Capability: Operational Communications

Regional communications serves as the radio traffic controller to the BSO Airport District and Broward
County as a whole. Major catastrophes inject elevated stressors to the already hectic surroundings,
which burdens outlined tasks, that much more. The mere communication of an active shooter threat via
radio transmission further heightens the sense of urgency and emotional state. Taking into
consideration the aggravating factors, the need to be attentive, prompt, disciplined, clear and concise
during active shooter incidents is critical to meeting operational needs applicable to the ICS. Preparing
and planning for such event enables for the minimization of predictable impediments that can
potentially disrupt communication efforts. All lives and operational demands are literally on the line.

STRENGTHS

Strength 1: Regional Communications had implemented an active shooter SOP and protocols
that greatly assisted in the communication efforts and notification process of the event.

Strength 2: Regional Communications staff remained steadfast and troubleshot many obstacles
they faced that attempted to compromise their efforts in ensuring adequate and precise
communications with ground personnel.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT (AOI)

AOI 1: Active shooter protocols must be immediately committed to upon the presence of
convincing and definitive communicated radio transmissions.

AOI 2: Technological means of notification must be updated and expanded upon to ensure a
wide-ranging and consistent message is delivered to all stakeholders.

AOI 3: Regional Communications must confirm a point of contact within the UCP to allow for
effective communications and confirmations to be made with law enforcement and fire
operations.

AOI 4: Regional Communications must contact DLE and BCCC to update all CAD Page addresses.
Updates should be performed quarterly as part of the BCCC meetings. Attention to the
organization of current CAD Page Groups and the messages sent via of group CAD pages should
be discussed with the BCCCC.

AOI 5: Regional Communications should provide ORCAT with a list of equipment that is outdated
and formally request replacement.

AOI 6: Regional Communications must meet with DLE Command to review the appropriate
messages to be sent during Active Shooter event to prevent notifications being misconstrued as
calls for assistance.
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ANALYSIS:

The enhancement of PSAP's and their design is critical to triaging monumental events. The
inability to interactively communicate within and verbalize pertinent information creates gaps in
timely responses to emergency needs. Technological devices are heavily relied upon to
communicate in today's state of the art environment, but in their failure, contingency plans
need to be in place in reverting to simpler methods and traditional means in securing banks of
communication assets and their real-time deployment in the field upon system collapses. To
ignore a state of preparedness is to potentially ignore your only lifeline. Maintaining a level of
expertise is fundamental to successful outcomes. The attention to training, testing and the
vetting of communications systems and processes, enables the continuous evolution of the
PSAP's. Though job stressors create staffing shortfalls, much attention must be given to the
retention and prompt backfill of personnel in avoidance of complacency and fatigue.

There must be no hesitation in declaring an active shooter incident by field personnel. Such
declaration enables Regional Communications to adhere to their Active Shooter SOP
immediately. Calabria group pages, must further be generated to allow for automatic
notifications to be made to the Office of Regional Communications and Technology (ORCAT) in
furtherance of placing a mass technological resources alert. Telephone service associated with
the UCP must be optimally used in avoidance of lackluster connectivity and failed responses.
With the PSAPs receiving priority calls from agencies such as the FBI, there must be clear-cut
methods to connecting incoming callers with Command. The hotline activation must further be
incorporated as part of the Airport Emergency Plan and should be quickly established in allowing
communications to immediately address and direct inquiries pertaining to the event, and
further assists in minimizing continuous calls made to 911 and non-emergency communications
operators.

Post event, the BSO Audio Evidence Unit reviewed hundreds of911 and non-emergency calls for
the purposes of investigative evidence. With 135 total calls received, and in conjunction with the
BSO and BFRES transmissions, an estimated 444 hours of audio transmissions were captured
and reviewed.

During the event, communications operations suffered degradation to both the CAD and radio
systems as users immediately inundated both systems. Radio ID usage swelled from 1800 to
over 3000 users, moments after the event. As a result, the communications system experienced
site-trucking and throttling. Furthermore, the CAD system experienced continuous and frequent
occurrences of system slowdowns, due to the number of personnel attempting to communicate.
During critical events, the CAD system is the communications center's primary lifeline. Any
impact to both radio and CAD must be mitigated.

The BSO and BFRES command must identify and establish a "safe word" to be used by victims
speaking with 911 operators who are communicating from hidden locations throughout the
airport. Many calls to 911 were received from patrons who had barricaded themselves. The 911
callers were further seeking assistance and had no means to visually identify emergency
personnel. There was no immediate method to confirm the identity of someone claiming to be
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law enforcement or BFRES. The establishment of a "safe word" allows law enforcement or
BFRES to simply state the word, and have the caller repeat that word back to the 911 Operator,
who would then confirm the unit's identity and allow extraction.

It is pertinent to have one centralized Point of Contact (POC) from the UCP communicating with
the PSAP's. Multiple incident commanders’ result in directions being given from different POC's
to communications. Directives can often become repetitive and contradictive.

The BSO MCV is a 44 foot, Class A, slide-out capable mobile command post. Contained within the MCV
are formal conference areas, a radio communication center and a perimeter video surveillance
monitoring station. The BSO MCV communication center allows for shared radio notifications with
assisting local, state and federal law enforcement agencies. The BSO MCV serves as the on scene UCP
and stages at a centralized point during an event, which requires strategic placement to ensure that it is
conducive to sustaining operational needs, and not obstructive to the events environment.
Furthermore, the BSO MCV functions as a de facto dispatch center, which accounts for all ground
activities and the deployment of resources. The MCV is equipped with advanced radio patching
technology and contains various cellular and satellite backup communication systems.

STRENGTHS

Strength 1: The BSO MCV was rapidly deployed and immediately operational upon arrival to the
scene.

Strength 2: The BSO MCV functions as a WebEOC platform.

Strength 3: The BSO MCV operated as a UCP, and allowed for the ability to conduct impromptu
meetings and debriefs pertaining to the event.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT

AOI 1: Upon staging the BSO MCV on the scene of an event, much consideration must be given
to its placement and ability to relocate upon the deterioration ofthe scene.

AOI 2: The BSO MCV must be fully prepared and equipped upon deployment. The BSO MCV
must remain at an operational readiness level, in assuring that any and all technological
resources, communication assets and foreseeable support devices are readily working and
accessible upon system failures.

AOI 3: The BSO MCV, though it serves a purpose, has become limited in its capacity. Active
shooter events and terrorist threats and encounters have become the "new normal." MCV's
have evolved with the times and are now better prepared and equipped in dealing with larger
scale responses. The need to accommodate multiagency initiatives calls for the enhancement of
MCV layouts and design. The event oflanuary 6th, 2017, pushed the BSO MCV to its limits in
accommodating a large scale event, command presence, and the ability to truly function as a
UC.
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AOI 4: The BSO MCV should test and confirm that all cellar lines are registered with the
Government Emergency Telecommunications Service (GETS) for priority service.

ANALYSIS:

The BSO MCV responded and arrived at the scene soon after the shooting occurred. Upon
arrival, The BSO MCV was immediately staged outside of Terminal 2, on the lower level
driveway. The UC was attempting to become operational, while mass law enforcement
responses flooded the immediate vicinity of the BSO MCV. Without warning, and consideration
to any further potential threats, the BSO MCV remained in its location and became surrounded
and trapped by adjoining MCV's and parked public safety vehicles. Upon the occurrence of the
mass exodus and law enforcement response to alleged active shooters contained within the FLL
Airport, the BSO MCV was incapable to relocate and reposition itself to a secure environment.
The ability to do so would have allowed for the seamless delegation of duties, clear lines of
communication and fortification from any further potential threats.

Further hindering the BSO MCV was its intermittent loss of telephone connectivity and
deplorable radio communication capabilities. Due to the BSO MCV being staged in the lower
level driveway of terminal 2, it virtually became encapsulated in concrete a box. Such
surroundings diminished radio and cellular phone signals, creating a huge void in
communication efforts with emergency personnel. Furthermore, the telephone numbers
associated with the BSO MCV were sporadically unanswered and immediately defaulted to
voicemail.

The BSO MCV was exposed to strenuous conditions based on the amount of personnel
operating within, attempting to move internally and elevated levels of participants trying to
engage staff, conduct meetings and participate in critical discussions regarding pertinent
decisions. The BSO MCV is not prepared, nor intended to accommodate such volume of public
safety and emergency personnel traffic and be expected to maintain its integrity, based on the
influx of participants. The BSO MCV must expand its capabilities in allowing orderly operations
and sophisticated technology to better serve the public during the upward trend of mass
casualty events and active shooter encounters.

BSO must separate the Policy Group from the Operations Group. The MVC is designed as a
forward incident Command vehicle.
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PERCEPTlOl\lS OF "SOFT" TARGET: Ari arialysis of perceived arrriecl police
presence / resistanrje in areas historically siibject to rnass casualty
incidents.

There is an abundance of classified and unclassified open source studies and reports to substantiate
terrorists generally avoiding ”hard targets”. This is the consensus among the federal intelligence
agencies and proven by several ofthe attacks that have occurred worldwide.

Also, this has been the shift with ISIS trying to inspire people to carry out low level, non-technical attacks
on "soft targets"

We have known for some time now that terrorist groups prefer to attack "soft" targets because they
usually lack proper security, and there are many more soft targets than hard targets. (Hotels,
restaurants/night clubs, places of worship, trains and buses are targets of choice.)

There are some potential options identified before the selection ofthe actual target is chosen. The
objective is to select a target that will produce the greatest results with the least amount of risk. The
highest profiled location or site that has the weakest security measures is ideal.

Soft targets are more attractive targets because they generally have lower levels of security, are easily
accessible without interference, and attackers may be more familiar and comfortable with those venues.

The targets that terrorists choose are not going to be hardened or well protected facilities.

Ajoint intelligence bulletin issued by the Department of Homeland Security, FBI, and National
Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) assesses that homegrown violent extremists (HVEs) are ”increasingly
favoring civilian targets" as part of a wider ”variety of targeting choices." Previous assessments have
found that HVEs are most likely to prioritize attacks on ”law enforcement personnel, military members,
and US Government-associated targets." However, a recent shift towards civilian targets has likely been
driven by the accessibility of "soft targets” that are often less secure than government facilities and
provide greater opportunities for conducting mass casualty attacks.

Terrorists can avoid security by attacking soft targets, such as public places with perceived lower levels
of security that are difficult to protect. That terrorists have moved toward softer targets can be
interpreted as an indirect indicator that security works.

Many criticize security as being "just for show." However, perception is an important component of
security. The objective is to convince would—be attackers that they will fail. We tend to focus on
detection and prevention. Judging by the evidence, the most important effect of security is deterrence.

Links to Newspaper Articles citing improved perceptions of security via highly visible and well-armed law
enforcement presence.

- httgj/www.iiewschaniteliigomji'iew_s1‘lo_cal-newsfnashvilleiiirport-police-now~armed~with-
semi-automatic-rifles

- https:[/www.massp0rt.com/newsroom/news/loganetroopers—armed~with;the—latest<
weaponry-massports-anti~terr0rism~unitetrains~on~submachine-gunsl
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- htlg;/_/wt-gtii,i_.3v;.;octv._corrijfnews/lg_a_l[ofl'ii:ers-carrving-assau ltgstyle-rifles—at-charlotte-airport-
after-fort-lauderdale—shooting/482845551

- http://www.charlotteobserver.com/news/local/article125842384.html
- llttps://www.usatodav.com/stog/newsj2016_/O6/29/experts-us-airports-need-more-armed-

officers outside-terminals/855l3524{
~ http :,"fwww.cnn.cornf20l6f06{30[us,i'aviation- police-cl]_icago;gti_ngs
- httgj/www.cbsriews.corn[news[global-terroi'~threal-ca uses-tightened-securitv—ovei=

llianksgiviitg-holidafl
- http://www.dw.com/enfluolice-in-germanv-arm-themseIves-against-terror-threat/a-18874996

SUGGESTION:

It is suggested that FLL position highly visible and well-armed Law Enforcement Officers at each public
concourse entrance. In a recent terrorist attack in Florida, we are aware that the subject considered
several targets, and eventually chose a target that had the lowest armed police presence. We can
surmise that this particularterrorist was deterred by the perception of armed police resistance.

News Articles listed above identify that the public reacts positively to the sight of well-armed personnel
at airports.

LlS.AcUveShooterunjdents2000-2016

In light of the deadly active shooter incident that occurred on January 6th, 2017, at Fort Lauderdale —
Hollywood International Airport and the not so distant incident that occurred on November 1st, 2013, at
Los Angeles International Airport, active shooters and acts of terrorism have propelled the Country and
abroad to elevated states of vigilance to hardening soft targets and expanding their efforts to those
areas perceived to be hardened. The need to develop and implement strategies designed to respond to
an actual or threat of an Active Shooter / Suicide Bomber at Fort Lauderdale — Hollywood International
Airport is paramount to functioning in the 21st Century mindset and tactics applied to public safety. No
longer is the focus solely based on areas of commerce, educational institutions, public areas,
governmental properties, houses of worship, residential communities and health care facilities, but have
expanded to critical infrastructures such as airports and has exposed seaports as a potential future
target. The dynamics have greatly shifted domestically since 2000, and the active shooter / terrorists
have expanded their borders from the traditional aircraft cabin and fuselage, to the airport terminals
check in counters, to include the baggage claim areas and exterior curbside access. All in which are pre/
post security checkpoint areas, routinely less attractive to law enforcement and their dedicated efforts
to thwart catastrophic outcomes.

In recent studies conducted by the FBI between the year 2000 and 2016, there have been 213 active
shooter incidents throughout the country. Approximately 13.3 incidents per year, with a total of 645
persons killed and 789 wounded in the span of 16 years (U.S. Department oflustice, 2016). Also,
between 2000 and 2016, there have been 61 incidents in which law enforcement terminated the threat.
2013 accounted for the highest number of incidents at 13, with some stabilization between 2014 and
2015 with a total of eight (8) for each year. Only two (2) incidents involved multiple shooters. Sadly
though, 12 law enforcement officers have lost their lives, while 27 were wounded (Department of
Iusflce,2017l
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Active shooter outcomes, between 2000 and 2015, reveal the following key findings (Department of
Justice, 2017):

0 39 % (80) committed suicide.
I 38.5 % (79) were apprehended by law enforcement.
0 20.5 % (42) were killed by law enforcement (40) and private citizens (2).
0 2 % (4) at large, with one captured in 2015 (Department ofJustice, 2017).

As of 2015, the number of active shooters killed has plateaued at seven (7), holding fast back to 2013
(Department ofJustice, 2017). The apprehension of active shooters continues to increase, which would
lends one to believe, that domestically, law enforcement is ramping up their efforts in combating the
"new normal", within the active shooter realm. The paradigm shift is upon us, and the need to adapt is
critical to preserving the integrity of our Country, our communities, soft targets, perceived hardened
targets and the current trend within airports and vulnerable seaports.

Terrorist Crosshairs

Between 2014 and 2016, the United States was identified as the top country targeted by terrorists,
specifically ISIS related, accounting for 41 (40%) out of 101 terrorist linked plots globally (House
Homeland Security Committee Majority Staff Report, 2016, p. 4). Other countries affected by such
threat are identified as France, the United Kingdom, Australia, Belgium, Germany, Spain, Canada,
Turkey, Denmark, Italy, Egypt, Tunisia, Saudi Arabia, Israel, Indonesia, Libya, Kosovo, United Arab
Emirates, Algeria, Switzerland, Bangladesh and Sweden (House Homeland Security Committee Majority
Staff Report, 2016, p. 4). Such terrorist plots have been executed with a success rate of 44% with 56%
resulting in disruption. Research further indicates that 53% ofthe attacks were encouraged, where only
47% of the attacks were actually directed (House Homeland Security Committee Majority Staff Report,
2016, p. 4). The terrorists are mostly male and of military age, which accounts for an 89% core group of
males and 11% female, representing an average age of 26. The attacks have intensified throughout the
years ranging from 30 (3 casualties) in 2014, 720 (48 casualties) in 2015 and 875 (58 casualties) in 2016
(House Homeland Security Committee Majority Staff Report, 2016, p. 4). States targeted throughout the
country are as follows; Florida, New York, New Jersey, Ohio, California, Arizona, Michigan, Missouri,
Philadelphia, Massachusetts, Texas, North Carolina and Illinois (House Homeland Security Committee
Majority Staff Report, 2016, pp. 8-15). Key findings of the House Homeland Security Committee Majority
Staff Report confirm the following:

0 The United States is the most targeted country.
0 The terrorist's attacks are becoming deadlier with elevated destructive outcomes.
0 Independent followers are heavily involved in external operations.
0 The terrorists are capitalizing on cloaking their efforts on a greater scale.
0 Explosives are playing a bigger role in their attacks.
0 "Lone Wolf" attacks are not exclusively carried out alone.

Targets of choice are government locations and employees, military personnel, law enforcement
officers, public transportation and entertainment venues.
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Recent Dorriestir; ano' Foreign Airport Attacks

Los Angeles International Airport, Los Angeles, California:
On November 1st, 2013, at approximately 0918 hours, a ”lone wolf’ active shooter (Paul Cianca)
entered the Los Angeles International Airport and made his way to Terminal 3. Once at the terminal, the
shooter, at point blank range, shot and killed TSA Officer Gerardo Hernandez. The shooter then fled the
area, while continuing to shoot at and injure airport patrons and staff. The shooter continued his
movements toward airport gate areas, which ultimately resulted in his capture. The entire incident,
from gunshot to apprehension, transpired within approximately seven (7) minutes.

The event resulted in the displacement of approximately 4,500 airport patrons from terminals 1, 2 and
3, further inhibiting 20,000 passengers contained within 22 aircrafts and subsequent terminals. Efforts
to restore airport operations lasted approximately 30 hours. The event greatly burdened law
enforcement, fire personnel, airport staff, airport operations, private vendors and aviation endeavors
nationally and internationally (Los Angeles World Airport, 2014).

Though the FLL Airport incident resulted in more fatalities and suffered a total loss of any and all
passengers contained within, their abandoned luggage, required total evacuation, tactical sweeps, too
include airport operations, common ground is realized in observations and recommendations made that
greatly coincide with the struggles had during the FLL active shooter incident. The following are areas
identified through literature review that parallel in comparison:

I Security and Incident Prevention.
I Response to Armed Threats.
I Airport Response Coordination.
I Alert and Response Mobilization.
I Communications.
I Incident Command.
I Unified Command.
I Airport Emergency Operations Center.
I Resource Management.
I Public Notification.
I Perimeter Access and Control.
I Evacuation and Shelters.
I Transportation.
I Clearing Operations.
I Recovery.
I Ascendancy and Administration.
I Risk Management.

Zaventem Airport, Brussels Belgium:
On March 22nd, 2016, at approximately 0758 hours, the Zaventem Airport located in Brussels, Belgium,
suffered a devastating terrorist attack at the hands of three suspected terrorists. Two suitcase bombs
were detonated within airport check in areas located at Terminal 3 and Terminal 11, killing two at the
scene and one arrested weeks later (International Institute for Counter Terrorism, 2016). Furthermore,
an assault rifle and an unexploded suicide belt were retrieved from the scene. At approximately 0924
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hours, and in addition to the airport incident, a secondary attack was initiated upon the Maelbeek
subway station by means of an explosive belt. The explosion occurred within close proximity to the
Parliament ofthe European Union. ISIS, through formal written statements laid claim and full
responsibility for both incidents. As a result of such horrific acts, approximately 32 people were killed
and in excess of 300 were injured.

The Zaventem Airport bombing is the deadliest attack upon Brussels, Belgium to date. Such event forced
security standards to be elevated beyond the traditional aircraft and expanded upon airport entrances,
terminals, parking garages and perimeter points. Furthermore, the need to establish new counter-
terrorism units to better deter and respond to complex, multi-area, assimilated and concurrent terrorist
attacks was highly recommended based on such event (International Institute for Counter Terrorism,
2016). Literature review of the Zaventem Airport, though not thoroughly detailed, reflects an equal
finding as it pertains to the FLL Airport event, though not a bombing, in relation to the hardening of the
airports curbside, check in counters and the creation of tactical response teams dedicated to the ICS and
active shooter / counter terrorism initiatives.

Orly Airport, Paris, France:
On March 20th, 2017, in an article published by the Chicago Tribune, , titled Paris Orly Airport attacker
wanted to kill, die for Allah, authored by Nicolas Garriga and John Leiceter, clearly outlines the terrorist
event that transpired on March 18th, 2017, during the ”Ione Wolf" attack upon military personnel
stationed throughout the Orly Airport as part of "Operation Sentinelle”. At approximately 0830 hours,
Islamic extremist Ziyed Ben Belgacem entered the South Terminal area of the Orly Airport and
immediately approached and attacked a female soldier and attempted to wrestle away her assault rifle,
while holding her at bay and shouting that he wished to kill and die for Allah. As a result of such action,
Belgacem, while in possession ofa revolver managed to take control of the rifle and slung it upon his
back. Belgacem continued his tirade, while positioning the soldier as a human shield and threatening her
with his revolver squarely pointed at her head and shouting to responding soldiers ”Put down your
weapons! Put your hands on your head! I am here to die for Allah. Whatever happens, there will be
deaths". As the event unfolded, Belgacem ducked behind the hostage soldier and was immediately
engaged by the responding soldiers via three sequential gunshot bursts resulting in the death of
Belgacem.

Approximately 3000 airport patrons were evacuated, 13 flights were held over, which were fully
occupied and 15 flights diverted to Charles de Gaulle Airport. Upon the completion of a thorough search
of the entire Orly Airport, operations were restored with the exception of the South Terminal
(www.chicagotribune.com).

A timeline of Belgacem's last 90 minutes alive entails a traffic stop by French police, which resulted in an
exchange of gunfire with one officer suffering facial injuries. Belgacem then fled to a neighboring town,
where he visited a bar and again opened fire, ultimately carjacking a vehicle at gunpoint, which was
driven by Belgacem to the Orly Airport. Belgacem had a criminal record for robbery and drug offenses
and was currently out on bail and further banned from leaving France (www.chicagotribune.com).
Belgacem is alleged to have been radicalized between 2011 and 2012, as a result of incarceration.
Furthermore, in November 2015 his residence was targeted and searched by authorities as a result of
the Paris bombing and gun attacks that resulted in the death of 130 people(www.chicagotribune.com).

Much is yet to be revealed due to the early stages ofthe criminal investigation, limited access to
information and the absence of any structured after action reports. Comparisons made to the FLL
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shooting are solely based on the fact that an intended terrorist driven active shooter incident occurred
within the Orly Airport, large scale patron evacuations were conducted, total disruption of airport
operations and tactical sweeps of the entire airport grounds were conducted.

The incident was superbly contained and immediately disrupted by the termination ofthe target. France
is heavily protected by soldiers who play an active role in "Operation Sentinelle". Approximately, 7,500
troops are deployed throughout France tasked in providing a strong presence, deterrent to attacks,
tactical deployment and vigilant responses to terrorist plots.

-("DtnAirport False Alarrns and Their Corisequeric

John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK), New York:

On August 14th, 2016, at approximately 2133 hours, an emergency call pertaining to alleged gunshots
and a man who was supposedly armed with a handgun was received at the Port Authority Police
Department (PAPD) desk. The caller was a female airport employee, who was located in Terminal 8.
Furthermore, the female stated that there was a large disturbance taking place. Multiple subsequent
calls were received reiterating such information, which led to believe that there was an active shooter
incident taking place (Port Authority Police Department, 2017). Upon law enforcement response, airport
patrons were observed fleeing the airport terminals, to include TSA agents that were actively vacating
and expressing their fears of an active shooter. PAPD immediately put into motion their active shooter
protocols and commenced in closing down roads, the identification of staging areas, agency notifications
and the establishment of a command post (Port Authority Police Department, 2017).

At approximately 2157 hours, information was obtained via PAPD operations personnel that Terminal 1
was further reporting possible gunshots. Two strike teams diligently responded and verified that no
active shooter incident was occurring and no signs of such action existed (Port Authority Police
Department, Police Academy Training Review, 2017). Aggravating circumstances to the event consisted
of revelations made by Korean Airlines staff members that a gun was allegedly observed, causing aircraft
passengers to panic and deploy the rear emergency slides and evacuate. Surrounding terminals self-
evacuated in to sterile airport environments and AOA's (Port Authority Police Department, 2017).

Immediate efforts were made to dispel any furtherfears and quell potential threats, which resulted in
the securing of the affected areas and the sound return of airport operations. The event lasted
approximately three hours, causing all air traffic to cease and further delays to airport operations (Port
Authority Police Department, 2017).

The BSO Airport District suffered similar consequences during its secondary event. Contributing factors
were identified by the failure to verify an active shooter incident, other than solely relying on civilian
reports and patron yells, and not factoring the absence of an identified shooter, persons wounded or
injured, evidence of a shooting and corresponding damage. Those receiving the initial information
should most importantly attempt to confirm that the situation is real, obtain critical information such as
a location and suspect description in allowing for an educated response, opposed to relaying
misinformation in furtherance of setting in motion mass panic.

The BSO Airport District incident involved numerous unfounded reports of an active shooter spanning
across all terminals, parking garages, perimeters, roadways and runways. The event would have been
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greatly minimized if proper vetting tactics and containment of critical areas were properly supported by
vigorous assessment and confirmation by responding personnel.

SUMMARY, NOTES, & CONCLUSION

January 6th, 2017, brought upon the Nation's most tragic airport active shooter mass casualty event in
history. The event and its aftermath, serves as a grim reminder that the 21st Century has forced airports
and their methods of operation to drastically change. September 11th, 2001 served as the tipping point
to the continued erosion of society and enabled the evolution of terrorist and active shooter attacks.
The global impact on the world's airports transcends security efforts beyond the traditional mindset,
forcing antiquated leadership to reflect upon recent trends and question their willingness and ability to
adapt, change and engage in order to suppress the ”new normal”.

In 2013, the LAX Airport attack marked the uptick ofthe new trend, and should have instilled much
concern upon the airport industry, its police service and methods oftraining and preparation of all its
stakeholders. Unfortunately, tragic events become forgotten with time, and the sense of urgency to
react only becomes real when it lands squarely on ones lap. Too many times, the loss of lives attached to
such events is what forces change.

The confusion, chaos and magnitude of the event, tested all involved and challenged every aspect of a
conceivable remedy to alleviating the torment instilled by the event. Mistakes were made, lessons were
learned and the self-effacement of key role players carries on, but the path to success always involves a
degree of discomfort. This event will not be the last, but marks the day as a new era in changing the
dynamics ofthe FLL Airport, the BSO Airport District and the southern region of Florida, to elevate their
tactics and prepare in defending against any conceivable future attacks upon its airports.

The roadmap has been identified, the unification of stakeholders has commenced and the vision has
clearly been defined. Collaborative efforts to enable foreseeable inputs and the realization of stellar
outcomes remain steadfast and ongoing with anticipated commendable returns.

END OF REPORT

Attachment: Appendix A: Acronyms
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Appendix A: ACRONYIVIS
Acronym Definition
Aeoc F Airport Emergency Operations Center
AOA Airfield Operating Area
BCAD Broward County Aviation Department

BCCCC Broward Consolidated Communications Committee
BSOFRES BSO Fire Rescue & Emergency Services

I BSO Broward Sheriff Office
CAD Computer Aided Dispatch
CBP Customs Border Patrol

CCTV Closed Circuit Television
CISM Crisis Incident Stress Management
CMS Crisis Management Systems

CRAS Civilian Response to Active Shooter
. CSU Crime Scene Unit

DLE Department of Law Enforcement
EAP Early Assistance Program

EDCH Explosive Detection Canine Handler
, EOC Emergency Operations Center
i FAM Federal Air Marshals

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigations
FBO Fixed Based Operations

FDLE Florida Department of Law Enforcement
FEC Florida East Coast

FFDO Federal Flight Deck Officer
FHP
FLL

Florida Highway Patrol
Fort Lauderdale- Hollywood International Airport

FLPD Fort Lauderdale Police Department
FR Fire Rescue

GETS Govemment Emergency Telecommunications Service
GTA Ground Transpiration Area

HBPD Hallandale Beach Police Department
A HPD Hollywood Police Department

HSEEP Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program
IC Incident Command

ICS Incident Command Systems
ICT S Incident Containment Team
IMT Incident Management Team

IPAWS FEMA‘s Integrated Public Alert and Warning System
JIC Joint Information Center
LEO Law Enforcement Officers
MCI Mass Causality Incident
Mcv_ Mobile Command Vehicle
NIMA National Incident Management Systems

F NUMS National Incident Management System
OHS Office of Homeland Security
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ORCAT C Office of Regional Communications and Technology
C PAPD Port Authority Police Department
C PCAD Pl Computer Aided Dispatch

if mo Public Information Officer
POC Point of Contact
PPD Plantation Police Department

l PSAP Public Safety Answering Points
QRF Quick Response Force
RAS Response to Active Shooter
RC BSO Regional Communications

RDSTF Southeast Regional Domestic Task Force
; RDSTF Regional Domestic Security Task Force

RTF Rescue Task Force
SEOC Sheriffs Emergency Operations Center

C SDA Security Identification Display Area
‘ SOP Standard Qperating Procedtirés ,

SRT Speeial Response Team W
S WAT t Special Weapons and Tactics Team “"
TCP A Tactical C0_1'_fll't18l1€i .Post

A THI Traffic Homicide Investigator
TNC Transportation Netwqrk_Companies
TSA Transportation Security‘ Administration
UC I Unified Command .,

A UCP §* ummaommmdme
VCU Violent Crimes U-nit
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